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Pittsburg district.
President Mitchell had absolute control of the convention throughout its
session and every act desired by him
was done. He signified today that if
tho convention did not adopt the resolution permitting the miners to sign
wherever the advance scale was paid
he would resign. The vote was unanimous, although Vice President Lewis
took a vigorous position against tt.
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Indianapolis, Ind., Mar. 30. The
national convention of the United
Mine Workers of America adjourned
sine die today after authorising the
national and district officers to sign a
wage agreement with any coal operators who would agree to pay the scale
of 1903 or its equivalent for a period
of two years.
This Is an advance of a.áÜ per cent
in wages In Illinois, Indiana. Ohio and
western Ponsylvania and all other
districts except the south wesl, composed of Missouri. Kansas, Texas, Arkansas and the Indian territory where
an advance of three cents per ton la
demanded, as the 1903 scale Is practically In force In that district.
The convention declined an offer
wuwl hv ii. nnerators of Illinois, Indiana and Ohio to submit the wage
Where a
differences to arbitration.
coal onerator owns mines In different
districts the scale must be signed for
all properties at the same time before any will be allowed to run.
The action of the convention will
bring out of the mines tomorrow
night 509,500 men in tho anthracite
and bituminous fields. These will remain on strike until settlements have
been signed by districts or with InThe only miners
dividual operators.
at work on Monday will be 25,000
men in the New River, Pocahontas,
Fairmont and central fields of West
Virginia, where an agreement was
made several days ago to allow the
men to continue work until the district convention now in session at
Charleston has reached a disagreement with the operators.
The Joint state conventions of outlying districts to be hold next week
or now In session at Charleston, W.
Va., Louisville, Ky.. Pis Moines, la.,
Saginaw, Mich., and Clearfield, in central Pennsylvania, were empowered
under the action of the convention to
sign agreements with the operators of
those states if they were to pay the
1903 scale.
The men will return to
work ns soon as the scale is signed. If Police Will
Let Loose toe
there Is a disagreement in these Joint
state conventions any of tho miners
can sign the scale and resume work
"Black Hundreds.'
pay the
where Individual operators
advanced scale.
Where the Scale Will Bo Signed.
It Is anticipated that the scale will
be signed in a few days by employers APPEAL MADE TO RUSSIAN
of 75,000 miners. The Pittsburg Coal
company and F. L. Robbins, of wesPEOPLE TO PREVENT CARNAGE
tern Pennsylvania, who also owns
mines in Ohio, Illinois, and West Virginia, will, it is expected sign at once,
together with a number of independSt. Petersburg, Mar. 30. The League
ent operators. The miners expect to
get the advance soon In all the In- of Russian Writers has Issued an apdiana mines south of the Baltimore & peal to tho Uusslan people to Unite
Ohio railroad, In a number of central in the name of their consciences and
of tho IlliIndiana mines, In one-hato prevent
the Jewish
nois mines and In a largo percentage
are beclaim,
thfy
which,
massacres
Ohio.
duration
The
of tho mines of
of the strike In Michigan, Kentucky, yond doubt being prepared tn southcentral Pennsylvania. Iowa and West western Russia for Faster! ide. The
Virginia can better be determined appeal says that It Is not fancy, but
are
when the state conventions meet when fact that the police gendarmes
expressions from tho operators as to arranging to let loose the Hlack
helppoor,
membersof the
their Intentions will be made. PresiIt recalls that the Klshi-nef- f,
dent Mitchell said today he believed less ra.
Inand Odessa
Illinois,
Gomel
one-haof the tonnage of
diana, Ohio and western Pennsylva- outrages were committed at the instinia would sign very soon, and a largo gation of Minister of the Interior
having an IPIchve. Chief of Police Neldhardt and
number of Independents,
annual output of 13,000,00a tons, who Count Pudgorlchanle, chief or tho genJust as in the
protested here against the advance, darmerie of Gomel.
but who would pay the advance de- past times St. Bartholomew's days
manded and their men would resumo were arranged by agents of tho govwork.
The miners expect very few ernment, the appeal declares, the reemanating from
operators In the southwest will sign cent proclamations
tho printing office of the police mast
at once.
Tho Joint conference of this district er at St. Petersburg, and that of the
adjourned today after disagreeing and military staff at Odessa leave no
had unanimously doubt that the authorities are privy
after the miner
declined to submit the differences to a to tho present propaganda.
The league of writers claims to
commission to be appointed by Presihold proof that massacres have boon
dent Roosevelt.
planned to take place at Alexandrovsk,
Management of Strike
Rostov-on-Do- n
The national executive board will Minsk.
up
and Krementchug.
meet tomorrow morning to take
The appeal asks how long the Rusthe details of managing tho strike. It
was empowered to decide as to what sian people will remain Idle spectaemployes will be allowed to continue tors of an Infamy which brings the
work at tho mines to prevent tho de- shame of the world upon the nations.
struction of the property during the
Harlan lo Slick lo the Hendí.
suspension. There Is In the national,
Washington, Mar. 30. Justice Hardistrict and local treasuries of the miners $2,500,000, of which $400,000 Is lan today denied that he Is aNytt to
In the national treasury.
retire from the supreme bench as rePresident Mitchell expects to leave ported In some quarters.
Sunday for N'ew York to meet a Joint
Jeff Davis Wins.
conference with the anthracite operaWith
Little Rock, Ark., Mar. 30
tors
practically complete returns from 82
notan
oi Expelled.
The convention today failed tn ex- out of 75 counties, Governor Jefferson
pel Patrick Oolan and Uriah liolllng-Imt- Davis has a majority of 2,072 over
tho Pittsburg district official;, Senator James H. Herry for the demfrom the organisation by a vote of 450 ocratic nomination for United States
to 303.
The controversy was refer- - senator.
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DISTRICTÁ TTORNE CLANCY
DISCUSSES WATER WORKS

ALIVE AFTER

WIU; OPE11ATK
STRIKE OR NO STRIKE
Pittsburg. Mar. 30. The general
sentiment in the Pittsburg district of
the bituminous coal field tonight based upon the news of the action of the
miners' convention at Indianapolis. Is
that, while a strike Is now inevitable.
In western Pennsylvania
at least It
will be short of duration. By the adoption of the resolution permitting miners to sign the 1903 wage scale "Contrary to Public Morality
wherever It is offered by the operators, the wav is opened for the oper
Pennsylvania
ation of the western
and Common Decency;
mines. 03 per ceni or wnicn are controlled by the Pittsburg Coal company.
Dispatches tonight from various points whore there has been
trouble announce the restoration of DISTRICT ATTORNEY SAYS IT'S
the 1903 scale and the Intention of the
striking miners to return to work WRONG WHETHER LEGAL OR NOT
Monday morning under that scale.
Francis L. Robbins, chairman of the
executive board of tho Pittsburg Coal
company, has been foremost among Arguments Concluded and Court Rethe operators In the movement to restore the 1903 scale and it Is now
serves Decision in Matter of
practically assured that this company
will operate Its mines, strike or no
strike. It Is expected, however, that
Perkins' Habeas Corpus Writ,
a thirty days' suspension at least will
in
district.
be called
this
New York, Mar. 3D. Arguments on
BITVMIXOVS OPERATOR
the habeas corpus proceedings In tho
PROPOSES ARBITRATION PLAN case
of George W. Perkins, former
30. President vice president of the New York Life
Washington, Mar.
publithe
today
authorized
Roosevelt
Insurance company who is charged In
cation of telegrams received last night, a warrant Issued by Magistrate Moss
one from John W. Winder, chairman with the larceny of 148,702 belonging
Coal Operator's to policy holders of the New York
of the Bituminous
and tho Life, which he advanced to Cornelius
association at Indianapolis
other from Mitchell and Francis I,. N. Bliss, treasurer of tho republican
Robbins. The telegram from Winder national committee, were made today
appoint a before Justice Grecnbaum
proposes the president
in the
commission to Investigate all matters state supreme court. Decision was rewages
of
which
on
bearing
the scale
served. Uriel's will be filed Monday by
should be paid coal miners In the ter- contending counsel, and then Justice
ritory Involved. He proposes the com- Greenbaum will take the matter of
Its the legality of Mr. Perkins' arrest unmission report to the president
findings of tho facts together with re- der advisement..
commendations and suggests tho comDistrict Attorney Jerome argued for
mission have power to administer tho prosecution anil
former Judge
oaths and compel the attendance of rwilliam N. Cohen and Lewis Delatield
by
signed
witnesses. The telegram
appeared for the defendant.
Mitchell anil Robbins takes Issue with
Mr. Jerome said that criminal Intelein
Winder's
statement
made
tent, according to legal authorities,
the
gram saying It does not represent the was to appear from all the circumreal facts. They assert one half the stances of the case. "Shall the offitotal tonnage of western Pennsylva- cers of u corporation," he asked, "or
nia. Ohio, Indiana and Illinois Is pro- a single officer say, take the money
duced by operators willing to pay tho of the policy holders, take your and
compromise scale. Tho president has my money and give it to a política!
party? I say that such an act Is Intaken no action in the matter yet.
herently wrong, whether It is prohibited by law or not. I say that it is
NICKEL PLATE TRAIN" PITCHED
to public policy, contrary t'
TWEM'Y-TIIRKPERSONS HURT contrary
public morality and contrary as well
to private morality and common deSpreading Rails Upset Whole Train in cency.
Half of tho policy holders may
O la Ik una.
have boon democrats and to take their
Fort Wayne, Ind., Mar. 30. Ai money to assist the republican party
eastbound Nickel Plato passenger train certainly goes to the establishment of
No. 2 was approaching the town of felonious intent."
Drawing a parallel in justification
South Whitley this afternoon the
smoker, day coach and five sleeping of tho payment of money to the reJudge
cars loft tho track and turned over In publican campaign Committee,
per- Cohen said that President John A.
the ditch, injuring twenty-thre- e
Only the baggage
sons, one fatally.
of tho New York Life company,
car and the roar trucks of the dining had at different times directed the
car remained on the track.
n..., ir.cr.t of large stuns of moi ;y for
The accident Is believed to have the relief of the Johnstown Rood sufby
spreading
rails.
been caused
ferers and for use In a yellow fever
Passengers say a number of those epidemic In N'ew Orleans. These payinjured were hurt In a wild scramble ments may have been outside the
for the door of the car, when women vested authority of the president, he
and children were trampled under said, but surely not Illegal; certainly
foot.
very far from criminal.
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UnspeakableHorrorsEndured
by French Miners.

View of Most Important
Question Before People

Nothing
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Washington.
30.
Mar.
President
Gompers of the American Federation
of labor has declined the invitation
extended lo him and to President
Mitchell of the United Mine Workers
of America by Governor Gooding, of
to
Idaho, to Appoint a committee
meet at Poeatello. April 12. to Investigate condition! growing out of the
charges of conspiracy between the
state official and none owners to punish innocent men for the assassination of Governor Steunenberg.
Governor Gooding referod to the
confession of Orchard
and Adams.
President Gompers tonight telegraphed Governor Gooding as follows:
"Surely, if Orchard and Adams cannot give the details of their confession, what benefit can result from Mr.
Mitchell and my hearing their general
In any event such state
Statement?
ment! would only be
without
loss examination and without being
confronted with the accused men. The
justification for the general suspicion
lies in their unlawful extradition and
brutal kidnaping from their homos
and states."
(
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Declares Mrs. Lc DOtU Placed Victim
in Trunk Alive.
Stockton. Cal.. Mar. 30. The In
quest into the death of a. n. McVicar,
whose body was found In a trunk here
last Saturday night, began at the office of Coroner Southwurth this af-

ternoon.
The Inquest developed the lact that
the deceased had been put Into a
trunk alive and that death was due
partly partly to poison administered
and partly lo asphyxiation.
Dr. J. P. Hull one of the autopsy
surgeons, stated that the presence of
a large quantity of blood in the trunk
showed coiu luslvsly that the mini
musl hive leen ulive, though probably In a stupor, alien he was plated
In the trunk, as the breaking
of a
blood Vessel after death would
have
caused little or no hemorrhage.
At 4:25 p. in. the coroner's Jury
brought in the following verdict:
"We believe Ibal (he ileeeasoil came
to his death from the combined effects of having been drugged with
morphine and chloral, and In I dazed
condition hiving been forced into a
closed trunk, where there was not
sufficient oxygon to sustain what life
We also belli ve
there was present.
that one Mrs. Lodoiix was responsible
for the death of Albeit X. MeVlcar,
and as far as we have been uble to
determine from evidence submitted,
that she was unaided."
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Good to Him.
Lens, France, Mar. 3n. The disaster at the Courrlories coal minee had
a startling sequel today when thirteen miners were taken out alive after having endured unspeakable horrors during twenty days of entombment. Tin' story of the survivors so
far as it has been toW discloses that
they lived for many days on putrid
horse meat amid total darkness and In
the stench from scores of decaying
eorises. The presence of human Mesh
would speedily have forced the si. living men to resort to the last desperate
extremity If they had not been readied
The survivors were sturdy young
minors from 17 to 25 years of ago. except their leader, Henri Nemy, who Is
38 years old.
All show the terrible
effects of their experiences, being emTheir rescue
blinded.
aciated and
caused a temporary nervous lucidity
during which they greeted their relarelated their
tives and graphically
sufferings. Tho doctors then enforced
(iulet upon them, fearing the results
of fever and poisoning from their having eaten decayed horseflesh.
There were touching scenes as
wives and
mothers greeted those
whom they had long given up as dead.
Crowds besieged the hospitals to
which the men were taken, cheering
the survivors and Imprecating the Ineffective nature of the salvage work
that followed Immediately after tho
disaster.
The rescue of these thirteen men revived hope In many families that others are alive, and relatives of those
whose bodies have not been recovered
clamorously demanded that efforts be
redoubled in bring out any possible
survivors.
There is a report that in addition
to the thirteen men v.Tio ervVe tflroogh
up out of tho mine today, there were
live others who came with them almost to the bottom of the pit. but
were unable to conn' further on account of exhaustion.
The total number of men missing
after the catastrophe was 1.212. The
bodies recovered approximately numbered BIO. and there are still unac- COUnted for approximately 700.
The engineers explain that some
smolderine fires prevented them from
exploring the remote passages of th"
mine, whore it was thought there
could be no survivors. The mine owners also claim that the strike of mi
ners reduced the number of rescuers
Many engineers and sciavailable.
entists agree that all in the mine must
have died long ago. Engineer Laur.
however, dissents, asserting that tho
salvage work has been deplorably
and he believes Ibal scores
have died of exhaustion owing to the
poor work of the salvage companies.
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The following letter from District Attorney Frank W. Clancy dealing
with th question of the proposed purchase of the water works plant by
the' city should be road with close attention by every man who has the best
interests of Albuquerque and his own best Interests at heart.
This letter was prepared by Mr. Clancy for the Daily Citizen and was
submitted to thai paper early In the week with the understanding that it
would be published, ll has not been published thus far. and since It would
be of no value alter the election Mr. Clancy has handed copies of It to the
Morning Journal, which appear below.
Why the Daily Citizen h as declined to publish this loiter Is a question,
but the fact that it is a calm, business-lik- e
and unprejudiced statement of tho
ease may have had somolhing to do with the refusal.
Mr. Clancy's letter follows.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE CITIZEN:
The most Important question to be voted upon at the approaching city
election is that of the proposed issue of $300.000 of bonds for the purchase
and extension of water works by the city, It being understood that $250.00,)
are to be used for the purchase, and the remainder of $50.000 for the extension
of the water works. There has boon already. In the press and at public,
meetings, much and violent contention' on this subject, of a more or less
acrimonious character, and It Is difficult for the average citizen, who desirts
to know what is best for the public welfare without regard lo the personal
Interests of any person or set of persons, to decide which way to vote. I am
such an average citizen, and I cannot but feel certain that there are many
in the same stale of doubt as myself, to whom a Olear stutemcnt of our
doubts would be of value, while such a statement may elicit information
from some authoritative source which would dispel our doubls and mak"
clear what our decision should be.
Lot us assume, at the outset, thai the general sentiment Is in favor of
municipal ownership of city water works. Our two contending dally newspapers agite on this, and probably they falriy re present public opinion.
Therefore, we do not need to discuss this broad general proposition. The
present differences of opinion are as to Whether the existing water works aro
worth purchasing at all. and whether the price proposed Is more than they
ITS woimI.
Dpon these questions, my own experience In the attempt to gain
information. I have no doubt has been much like thai of many other
interested citizens and I will state It with such comments as may seem lo bo
of value. I try to view this matter without any personal prejudice or bias,
uro that those who know me well will acquit me of any ulterior
KM I un
design to favor or hurt any special interest, whil those who know me slightly
will nol. al least, suspect me of any personal desire lo further the plans of tinmen who are commonly reported now to be Interested In the water works
and in their sale to the city. I have been surprised to find that. In the discussion of this question, many good citizens have allowed themselves to be
swayed by such considerations.
Some who are friendly to the men who may,
perhaps, profit by the sale to the city, are In favor of the proposition without
stopping to consider the public, while others, who are hostile lo these men.
resolutely declare that they will never vote for a proposition which will pu
money In their pockets whether it Is good for the city or not.
First, as to whether the water works are worth buying at all or not.
On the one hand, we have been assured that the water works were badly
Constructed, the mains Of Inferior material, and the capacity Insufficient
for the needs of tho city. The most of us have not the expert knowledge
on these points to enable us to form independent opinions, but we must necessarily rely Upon others. Wo have been told that he material used in the
mains which have been laid is of the poorest quality, that it has been In
the ground so long that
must now be in thai condition tha-- t It must all be
replaced, and that consequently the city would he compelled at once to begin
the rebuilding of the whole system. Now. we know, practically, that the
present system has fairly well mel the needs of Ihe public up to the present
time, but we have ot known about the merits or defects of the pipes which
have been laid in the ground. The most of us never heard of "kalamelu '
pipes until within the last month or two, and the most of us today have
but an Indefinite idea of what they are. We are told by some of our host
citizens, eager for Ihe public good, thai kalaniein Is the poorest thing known
for such purposes, that ll has been discarded in other places whor. It hss
been in use. and that il must soon be pulled out of the ground In Albuquerque.
No one should Impugn the honesty of these expressions of opinión, hut
against tlit'in we have had the expression of Opposite stows, published mi r
the llena tores of practical men. experts in their
who have Kraft
I mil l
with lis fof year-- , and WO should give equal rCSpecl to thoif VtoWS,
say. and I believe the average doubting ctthMMl will agree with inc. ihut when
men. of superior knowledge, skilled experts ami character, like Htaehlin,
.
Dodson, ami others, whose names i do nol si
monten) recall, whom era
have known lor many years, declare thai kalaineiii pipe Is the best ami BSOSl
durable known for water purpose-- . I am con-- li allied. In the absence ol
knowledge of M own on the nbjecl. lo accept their Statements In prcfcicnic
to those of Others, although equally hOSSMt. -- loe, re ami reputable, who hate
not thO siinic personal education ami experience spoil which to base thei'j
opinions. I cannot believe Hull this purl of Hie questing now seriously;
disturbs Hie mind of' Hie average voice who wants to know how he shoubl
I
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NATIVES TO CANNIBALISM

Revolting Stories Reach Russian

Cap-

DYING OUT

ital of Terrible Scenes in
Famine Districts.
St. Petersburg,

Horrible
accounts are reaching St. Petersburg
of cannibalism and starvation among
the tribes Inhabiting the Arctic plain
of the Chukchis peninsula, at the extremity of Asia. Most of the reindeer
died of starvation during the winter
leaving the Inhabitants
of 1904-0without means of communleal Ion or
food. During last winter whole tribes
have died and members of the
and Oloiyu tribes, when facing
starvation assembled In council and
decided that nothing remained but
death. They agreed that each head
of a family should kill his wife and
children and then commit suicide.
The tribesmen gathered on a plateau
covered with snow and ice, and In tho
darkness of the Arctic winter, the
Spartan decision was executed, not a
single member of the two tribes surMar.

30.

5,

Om-olo-

viving.
More revolting still Is the story of
what occurred In a fumily of tho
tribe A mother und nine of her
children having died of hunger, the
father, a surviving daughter and a
nephew lived upon the remains and
when they were consumed, the father
Yu-kuh- lr

murdered the nephew. A Russian
named Dolganoff who went to the region to buy furs reported the situation
at Yakutsk, Siberia.
He entered a snow hut uf a Yuka-ht- r
family while tho latter were eating the head of a murdered relative.
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San Francisco, Cal.. Mar. 30. The
Bulletin says that direct intormatlon
from the trade ports and centers of
China is to the effect that tho boycott
against goods Shipped from the United States is rapidly dying oul and that
there Is a prospect of an early and
full resumption of business.
Such advices come to rich and influential Chinese merchants of this
city who maintain Intimate business
relations with the big cities of China.
They have been received by the Six
Companies and cover all of China thai
is known (he American business man
coming from Canton. Hong Kong.
say
They
Shanghai and Hankow.
that progressive Chinese are gradually overcoming the hostilities of the
growing
lesB advanced classes and
openly defiant of the viceroys, who. It
Is alleged,
have fostered the
feeling.
The building of
railway Is said to
the Canton-llankobe exerting a powerful Inlluonec in f
of trade with America ami h is
almost won back, say tho Chinee
writers, the sympathy of those Importers of foodstuffs from I his Country who have suffered financially ever
since the boycott was begun and have
boon looking for an excuse to renew
their business with American nrms.
Local Chinese merchants predict an
end In the near future of ull trade
differences.
w

WEATHER forecast.
Washington. Mar. 30. New Slexlco
Fair Saturday and Sunday except
Reservoir Threaten Deluge.
rain Sunday In north portion.
Bellefnntalne. Ohio, Mar. 30. Th"
Arizona Showers In north nnd entire
population of the lown of Lake-viecentral portion: fair In south portion
near here, was called out toSaturday and Sunday.
night to help repair u break In the
dam of Hi" Lewlston reservoir which
threatens to deluge the . town.
today
The Morning Journal
l or Free
lloohol,
consists of ten pages. Readers
Washington, Mar. 30. The house
who do not receive the paper
committee on ways and means todny
complete will confer a fnvor by
authorized a fnvorablo report on the
promptly notifying this office.
free alcohol bill,
.

.

SENSATION

IN

LOS

ANGELES

Special to the Morning Journal.
Ls Angeles. Cal., Mar. 30.- - With .1
wet towel covering her lo ad and her
fet
burled In a foot bath tub,
Mrs, Prances Crosson, wido.v of the
late Dr. Frances Crosson of Albuquerque, whose death occurred in Ios
Angeles a few months ago, was found
at an early hour today at No. 4 Hi
South Grand avenue, awaiting the arrival of the soul of her husband
which she believed had assumed tho
form of a mummy.
That Mrs. Crosson's mind Is seriously affected Is the opinion of the
physicians who attended her upon her
removal to a hospital.
Giber people In the South Grand
avenue house were awakened this
morning by mysterious ehantings and
weird words which Mrs. t'rosson began (o utter shortly after daybreak.
An ambulance was summoned, bu
while waiting for lis arrival women
entcied the room and compelled Mr.'.
She
Crosson lo don street garments.
struggled and insisted that she should
be lei alone to await the coining of
Slipping from
her spirit husband.
the friendly hands she tore the sheet
from the bed. wrapped her body In
them ami clasping her hands on
her breast laid down on the floor and
announced hv readiness to pass Into
the form of a mummy so that she
might Joint her dead husband.
10.000 s c Hanging.
Austin. Texas. Mar. 30. Fully
10.000 people witnessed tho hanging
of Tom Young, h white man, In Williamson county, thirty miles north of
this city, today. The hanging occurred on lie opon prairie and spectators
came from a radius of nfty miles.
To the Floor for Parker.
Spokane, Wash.. Mar. 30. Maurice
Thompson, of Butte, knocked out Kid
Parker In the sixteenth round before
the Spokane Athletic club.
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The Other branch of tho question Is much more difficult and serious. Is
ihe price lisked loo large'.' The answer to this question must depend entirely
upon a determination of what the coot has boon and what the Income and
expenses of the water works would be under the elly management. It must
not he made to depend upon whether the present owners are making a profit
or not out of the sale. Obviously, the waterworks ought to be worth a hlshec
price to the city thnii to any private Investor, hut. still, It Is equally eleir
thai Ihe city ought not to pay an unreasonable and exorbitant price.
What has been the actual cost of the present water works? We are not
allowed by the water company to know what has been actually expended In
PtrhapS It would be Impossible lo give us that com.
the construction.
There has been .in examination made by an expert employed for the purpose,
who made an elaborate and detailed report, of which only a small portion hm
ever been given to the public, the result of which shows that Ihe present
actual carh value of Ihe whole system Is a little larger than $J."iO.OOO. which
Is the price asked. This report ought to be made easily accessible, by publication In printed form, to every voter In Albuquerque. Why has nol this been
done ' An answer to this will be suggested later.
What will be the Income and expense under city management? The guide
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EXTENDS OVER SEVERAL YEARS
Correspondence Morning Journal.
Santa Ke. N. M Mar. SO. The romantic love affair r Albino ChaVarrls,
a chief or the Bftnta Clara Indian pueblo near Española, and Miss Cora M,
Ainoid, ot Dea ver an affair which has
attracted more or less attention in the
ae wsji apera of the west from time to
tune since the meeting of the two in
Denver eight years ago. .seems about
to culminate in the marriage of the
Santa Clara Indian and the Denver
román, both of whom are now in
Santa PC. A marriage license has bean
Issued to them and they are soon to
be married, according to a statement
published here today.
Miss Arnold is accompanied by her
sisters, with whom she has been staying in Rspaflola for some time past.
The affair of the heart w hich promises to unite a white woman with an
,11
In
began In Denver eight years
ago when Chavarrla went to Denver
villi a baud of Indians to take part
in a carnival of the mountains and
plains. Miss Arnold saw him. admire
his handsome figure and picturesque
costume, and acquaintance w as struck
up. which rapidly ripened into friendship and since thai time the rumor
of the Impending mar. rage has bee ll
published at regular Intervals. Highly romantic and sometimes sensational
stories have been written of the affair by imaginative correspondents,
On one occasion the Santa Ciara went
to Denver to visit hla fiancee, when the
proceeded
lo
Denver newspapers
paint him as conducting his wooing in
primitive Indian style.
There seems lo be little basis to any
or these reports although the affair
and the attraction of these two people
of different races is curious enough.
Doth Chavarria
and Miss Arnold
arc past fifty. The Indian Is one of
powerful
men
of
the Santa Clata
the
village, lie still clings to his moo
isins and blanket,
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SUPERINTENDENT OP "PEN"
IRHIVE8 IX SANTA l l
Captain Arthur Ttelford. recently
appointed superintendent of the New
Mexico penitentiary
and who win
lake charge of the institution about
thfl Utb ol April, has arrived In Baji
ta Fe, Captain '1 rclford came her-ílré- i
from the Leavenworth reservation, where OS his been acting for
lOme time past as superintendent of
'he construction under way there. II.is a man Of long experience in prison
The appolntrnent of Captain
work.
Trelford was made to take effect on
April ilttt.
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American Meerachanm and aflnlna
company, capital 11,000. 00. By Jamen
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In conclusion, and by way of return
to what has been already said, the water company must show us - though
beyond ell
M were from Missouri,
doubt or possible uueetlon thai we can
make a profit on the proposed Invest
ment, or the bond aawt
ul ,e beaten. As to the merits, public opinion
may be divide,!
Some may h- I ley
that the attempt has been to deoelvt
us into buying the
property at loo
high a price, and other- - may believe
that the company has no real desir-tsell. The public is ready to be convinced, but wants Indisputable evl- denos.
I am well aware that what
a
will not greatly commend Itself to the
earnest partisans of either side of the
eontroversy
people
when
because
reach the state of feeling which the
show, they "have no ipe' f u anybody
who doe not fully agre, with them lt
Is to he regretted that Ihe personal
element lias been allowed to enter 10
largely I sek only lo ge at Past
pari of what Is involved before Up
public In an Impartial arty
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Future Patlroad Center of

Located on the Helen
The new Cit

ot Belén s

Cat-or-

J-

l

I

Ú&

Santa

Fe

Railtvay
leading east and west

The Helen ISotvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

otre-- U
HE THE OWNKliS OF THK BKLBN TOWNS1TI5. Consisting of ONE THOUSAND HU SI NESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (alie 26x142 feet) fronting upon 80 and
and avenues, HIOHT In the bualnesa
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchlion, Topeka and Santa Fe Hallway company Is now grndlng its extensive depot grounds and yard limita 800 feet wide and
,
Water Tanks, Machine Shope, Etc.
of
mile? of side track) to accomodate its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY RATI NO HOUSE, Round House. Coal Chi-t-sa mile long, (capacl
70-fo- ot

A

N(

handed you yesterday I have seen and
read with great Intrest a communication from Professor Jones In vnur issue of last night and SJlOthi r from
Mr. Mayo in the Journal of this
morning, hoth on the subject of the
city water works. I have great respect for both of these gentlemen, but
do not find In what they say Ihnt certainly snd defliiltenesü which I hav
already ecpresed as desirable lo the
ijuestlon which Is so
solution of the
much discus-- , i
Professor Jones. In substance, says
that the present water works are not

Atchison Topeka

3Í miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction oí the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

I

Mr f'lnncy
iue above letter to the Dally f'Uiaen with the one
given below, the Ially
for
Cltlflen
OSM reason also r fusing or neglecting to print this latter communication. II follows In full
To the Kditor of the Clttscn:
I
Hlnee writing the letter which

of The

JVetv Mejcico

afea

THE

CITy OF HELEft

anta

Han a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile liouscs, Tht Helen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 150 barrels dally: winery, etc. It Is the larreat shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans haj
and fruit
Mexico.
From Its location upoc the Oreat Trunk line, leading North. South, East and West, to all points In the United States mnd Old Mexico Its future growth a a Commercial point cannot be estimated
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Helen lo Chicago, Kansas City, Oalveston and the PacWc Coast. The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
Helen has a $10,000 public school house
It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS
tVM churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurante, etc.
OFFERED ARE
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Interest at sight per cent per annum. Title perfect
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EA8Y. One third of purchase money cash;
and warranty deeds
given. COME EARLY F TOU WI8II TO dECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices ot letu cill In person er writs to
In New

two-thir-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHJV BECKEH.

President

WM. M. 'BE'RGE'R.

Tecretarv A

Saturday. March 31,

CUB IK

lowing lines: Texas A Pacific, Gab
veston, Harrisburg & San Antonio,
Southern Pacific, Maricopa & Phoenix,
El raso Sc. Southwestern, Santa F".
Frescott & Phoenix. Mexican Central.
National of Mexico, Atchison. Toncka
& Santa Fe and Santa Fe coast lines.
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SYSTHH IMPROVES

SHOP
Progress
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SERE

of Experiment Is

New Engines Arrive.
Engines 1408. 1409. 1410 and 1411
have arrived In Topeka from the Bald
win Loccmotlve works
at Philadelphia. Pa., and have been pat in the
shop to be set up by the force of machinists. These engines are the first
to arrive of the order of 100 engines
of different classes and will be put in
service as soon as they have been set
up and sent on trial trip. These engines are of the Atlantic type and
are balanced compound, with
driving wheel and
high press-ur- e
and
low pressure cylinders, with a
stroke, and are
supposed to exceed the power and
swirtness or the engines of the 500
class, which have a
driving
wheel with the same size cylinders.
Some of these engines will be assigned to passenger service out of Topeka.
New Santa Fe Lino.
The Santa Fe Bailway company Intends to construct a railway from Davis. I. T.i through
the fertile Wild
Horse creek valley to Duncan. The
road will run a short distance south
of Fort Arbuckle and close to the western foothills of the Arbuckle uplift.
The building of that road will stimulate the tillers of the soil of that country and will cause hundreds and
thousands of mining shafts to be sunk
in the nearby rich
mineral mountains.

Watched With Interest.
MEAN SMALL CUT

IN ENTIRE

MECHANICAL

FORCE

The Installment of the bonus system
the Albuquerque and San Bernardino shops of the Santa Fe and elsewhere along the system has attracted
much comment among railroad men
and the progresa of the experiment is
'"in"; watched with interest. The
Capital says of the system:
According to the statement of railroad officials w ho are In a position to
know, the "bonus" system being Installed in the Santa Fe shops at San
Bernardino, Cal., may be responsible
for a cutting down of the force of
mechanics. "The 'bonus system has
liroiight about what the officers of the
ruad term better service In the Albuquerque shops." said an official, "and
though it Is very slight Improvement
over the old piece system, it holds out
extra pay for the rapid workman, and
.villi provides that the slow,
though
(lrst class workman shall receive a
regular scale of wages. Thus the approval of the employer Is gained and
a better service secured for the road,
II has also played havoc with the employes, some of them, and many are
working out of a job. It Is said that
under this system seven men can do
the work of eight under the old system, and It Is believed that the local
force will be cut down In that ratio
when the system is in full swing." It
Is
reported that the bonus system
has worked the same effect in nearly
every shop In which It has been Installed, and the main official who Installs and puts the system on a working basis receives a salary as large at
that of a life insurance president.
in
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HARVEY MEM GETTING
READY IN EL PASO
Ready to assist In preparing for the
opening of the Harvey quarters in
the new union station, the men who
will be in charge of the news stand
and eating room are In the city, says
Hie BJl Paso Herald.
R. K. Pcllow, who has been
in
charge of the Harvey house at Trinidad. Colo., will be in charge of the
restaurant, and A. Morris, who has
been In charge of the news department at the Dearborn station In Chicago, will be In charge of the nc.vs
stand and curio department
I'oth men are at the St. Regis. In
company with John Stein, superintendent of this district with headquarters at Lai Vegas. They are both
men of long experience in the Harvey service nnd they come to El l'aso
with instructions to keep the local
Harvey concessions up to the high
standard that has been maintained at
the 7f or SO other Harvey eating
houses.
Decorators are busily engaged In
tinting the walls of the dining room.
The mural decorations are to embody
the best of good taste in restaurant
decorations.
Fixtures for the kitchen are already
arriving. The great ranges, heaters,
ami a dozen contrivances to facilitate
the preparation of meals are already
in the kitchen, and are being Installed. Automatic egg cookers and other
labor-savindevices are present in
full force.
Tables and other dining room fixtures are being made In (irand Rap-

We would suggest, Sir, that you seSpring Suit early. The choicest patterns are always found at the
Opening of the Season when stocks are

It is the old story of a weak throat, a tendency to weak lungs in the family. You no
sooner get rid cf your old cold than a new
one takes its place. Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
habit. It strengthbreaks up this taking-col- d
ens, heals. Ask your doctor, the very next
time you see him, what he thinks of Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral for weak lungs.

79-In-

73-in-

WOULD

BE EARLY

Weak Lungs

23-in-

PAGE THREE.

lect your

unbroken.

This will he about the last week you'll
see many Men wearing Winter cjothes.
It will soon In? a case of resurrecting
something from the garret or closet or
o lining out in a Spring Suit new,
clean, stylish and handsome.
We have an almost unlimited variety
of Choice cheviots, serges anil Scotch
mixtures. They're IIMBtC rsVMlS Of
We trust you will stop In for
a moment'- - look.
We Ixdievc that you will be impressg.

We Have no secrets! We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.
Md bj th J.

C. Ayor Co.. Lowell,
Alto Manufacturers of

AYER'S HAIR VIGOR

For

the hair.
Fr the Mood.

AYKR'S SAKSAPAKILLA
Engineer Breaks Record.
Engineer William Dix made another
fast run to Wichita with No. 601
Thursday, covering the 27 miles iron?
Newton to Wichita in 33 minutes, including a dead stop at the Missouri
Pacific crossing north of Wichita. It cubic yard, some Idea of the amount
is claimed this is the fastest time ever of gold In the dam may be gained,
made between Newton and Wichita. when it is stated that it is 7D0 feet
long, forty-on- e
feet In helghth at the
DANDRUFF DON'T WASH OFT.
highest point, 175 feet wide at the
base and twelve feet wide on the top.
The Germ That Causes It Has to Be
This is probably the most expensive
Destroyed, to Cure handrail.
dam in the southwest, considering the
Many
a woman spends an hour fact that the gold contents of It are
twice a week scouring her scalp, actually worth more than the entire
thinking that by scrubbing off the cost of the work now being performed
scurf she will cure the dandruff. Two on it, and that the amount of gold
hours a week, at the age of 40 years, contained In It will run Into a good
she has spent 260 days of 12 hours sized fortune.
each, or
of a year of her
The work on the pipe Is proceeding
life, In that vain hope; vain because very rapidly at the present moment,
you can't cure dandruff without killing It has been laid out a distance of prothe dandruff germ, and the only hair bably 6 miles from the point
preparation on earth that will do that the water will be delivered intowhere
the.
Is Newbro's Herpiclde also a delight- reservoir. In the direction of the hills
ful hair dressing, and thorough anti- and, as stated, the two service pipes
septic against all contagtlon from use that will supply the smelter and the
of other's hair brushes. Sold by lead- town, have been laid and connected
ing druggists. Send 10c in stamps for up. As the
line approaches
the
sample to The Herpiclde Co.. Detroit, mountains gets further out on the
H. II. Brian
Mich.
& Co., special desert
da
the work pro
faster.
,
agents.
there are less gullies to cross, and the
country is level and more easily worked over, and the laying of the main
BIG
BUILT
OF EARTH Is also nn easier task, than Is the case
closer to the reservoir.
The work on the reservoir proceeds
like clock work
Steadily the gravel
RICH IN PLACER
is piled higher nnd higher with the
use of slip and wheel scrapers
the
wheel scrapers being used to convey
the dirt taken furtherest away from
GOLD
the dam, and on the surface, where
the wash Is heavier and coarser than
is the case as depth Is attained.
(Orogrande Times.)
are that this work will
The retaining wall for the big lake he Indications
far In advance of conwhich Is being constructed on the east tractcompleted
time,
the rate of progress
side of Nannie Balrd hill, is over half being made at
at present.
completed. The service pipes have all
been connecteil an anA within .,
spam nn BHorc.iiT
short space of time, It will be turned DECIDI
THE SMALLPOX TO BI8BEE
hut, coinpieie.
This dam is worth thousands of Newspaper Man Malees Borne paindollars, since every cubic yard of dirt
staking Researches,
piled on It contains gold. It must be
A reporter
for the Bisbee Beview
understood that the dam Is made of has settled I matter
about which there
gravel scooped up In the gulch above, has no doubt
been a great deal of
and that this gravel Is rich in placer anxious speculation
In that flourishgold
that il will run from $1 to $12
copper camp. He allays the pubto the yard in gold. Without the wa- ing
lic
on
doubt
the subject by beginning:
ter it is Impossible to work the rich
origin of the smallpox now In
beds below II and in order to get the the"The
city
has
water, this gold ladenod gravel must few weeks been traced In the past
and this disease seems lo
ie useu lo construct the dam with. have been brought
lo Bisbee by Floyd
Hence, a small fortune is locked up In Thornton,
the colored bricklayer.
'the walls. With the dirt worth $1 per
The article, which Is an exhaustive
two-thir-
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ed with the reasonableness of our
prices as well as with the excellence of
our Clothing.

lul.

AYER ' S PILLS For constipa t ion .
AYKR'S AGUE CURE For malaria

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

$10.00 to $30.00

Ddapie.

one, goes on to exonerate
mormon
to a certain extent. He did not start
the smallpox which he distributed Im-

Ntw York

M.MANDELL

Crossrtt $3 jo and
$4.00 Shoes

Danlcf Hats
Ntttltton's Shoes

partially among the residents of Quality Mill. He was not at the bottom of
the disease by any means.
The article goes on to set Mr.
Thornton right In this matter by proving conclusively that there was smallpox before there was Mr. Thornton.
The earliest record of smallpox, according to the latest advices to the
Beview, is found In the annals of
Bhazees, an Arabian physician, who
flourished In the ninth century. But
Mr. Thornton did not ge his smallpox
In Arabia, at any rale not at
that
time. There does not appear according to the reporter to have been any
smallpox in or near Bisbee until some
years later.
It was tlrst brought as far In the di
rection of B tabee ge England by the
returning crusaders. Though complete
exoneration of Mr. Thornton has been
Inadvertently omitted, it is quite cer- tain that he was not among the cm- saders and so had nothing whatever
to do with that Importation.
Those who are more directly responsible for the bringing of the disease In large quantities Into the vicinity of Bisbee were the Spanish explorers In the early years of the sixteenth century.
They left it lying around In large
quantities In Mexico, which is adjacent to Blshee, so that Mr. Thornton
could not help getting it. He did not
go out of his way after It like those
rummaging crusaders did.
Everybody agrees now that thoic
crusades were bally managed affairs
and were
from the beginning. That fact is more than ever
brought home to Bisbee.

THE WASHINGTON CO.

Fine Clothing & Furnishings,

Manhattan Shirts

HarUt Wilson
Shirts

Jagrr I 'udfywrar

Albuquerque

YOU Ought to Know

Your Friends
Back East

that vor

Run

;:t

now

CAN

Wagons and
Top Buggies

Might decide to
settle along
the

of guaranteed grades, milted
to our dlntate, and llial w care now
selling them at ihc special tow pnces
or
$l.-.(55,00 M0.IW
$o0.0$

DO

Combine please ."e with health nnd get
one of our flue vehicles.

If they knew more about your
neighborhood.
Send us a list of their names
and addresses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literature. Why not work together
In this matter. It only costs you
a postal card. Address,

J. KORBER.

&

NEW MEXICO

eee.5.eee.eee
P4W
C. A. HUDSON

mHOmm

For Kidnti and Bladder Troubles
RELIEVES IN

iBiin PILLS.
FHMLE

FRENCH

24 Hours
ALL URINARY

Ain.

Walt Taper ana

I : Km

Jap-a-La-

Ciwraiw Run for Rcrruuiin HinrrKUTtoff.
...
i
KNOWN TO FAIL.
OuwRDtsexl M atoDcr Kefuiiitnt. Hnt prei'tld
for 1 DO per hoi. Will n
ibtni ou trltJ, o t
ai l for
when rellt'fHl. Hamplr Vnt. U tour druffUt
m ac4
them tend jour urden to tM
.
UNITED MEDICAL CO.. box 74, LANCASTER.
A
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First Class Work Guaranteed
Prices Reasonable
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For ule
by all (lruRKtRtft.
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ids. Mich.

Orders for all fixtures were placed
by J. F. Huckel, manager of the news
Mr. Huckel has tin1 repdepartment.
utation of possessing extremely good
taste In such matters, and while dining room fixtures do not exactly come
under his Jurisdiction, the eating department men all defer to his good

llinery

$jS$k

THE ECONOMIST

Once a week we rcceiv
something new in our Mi-

Department

Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store

judgment.

THE DAVMfJHT STOKE

Power House One of the Best.
Workmen are engaged at placing
Ihc machinery In proper position In
the new power house of the Santa Fe
at Argentine. The machinery is being
supplied by the General Electric company of Schenectady, N. Y.. and Is of
the modern type. The holler room will
be equipped with three large hollers
which will be large enough to supply
the necessary power. When this power house Is completed It will be one of
the bell equipped power houses along
the system. The machinery and boilers will be placed above the high water mark of 1903.
Dun in Phoenix,
For a few hours yesterday morning
James Dun, chief engineer of the Santa Fe railway system, was a visitor In
PhpenlX and left shortly before the
noon hour accompanied by W. A.
Drake, superintendent of the road for
a visit of Inspection over the Phoenix
ami Eastern line. This is not the first
visit Mr. Dun has made lo I'hoenlx
bringing him
his duties frequently
this way. He will, with Mr. Drake,
upon his return lo I'hoenlx, leave for
a trip over the Arizona and California and other lines tributary to the
S. F. P. & P. road, says the Phoenix
Republican.
The visit of Mr. Dun at this time to
(he county of Pinal adds Interest to
the rumor that a line of railroad will
be built from the P. & E. at Kelvin to
the Bay mines. Such a line It has
been announced by Mr. Gordon, manager of the Bay company, with headquarters at Kelvin. Is a possibility of
the immediate future.

usual. The meeting continued through
an entire week.
Three head lino points were added
to the rate sheet Santa Rosa, N. M..
Eagle Pass and Douglas, Arls.
These points have heretofore been
carried simply on the local sheets,
but rates from all of these points will
he given In the new Issue of the Rio
Orunde sheet, which wll come from
the press about May 1.
The Rock Island was represented
at this meeting for the first time, as
a result of placing Santa Rosa on the
Bin Orande tariff. Hanta Rosa has
heretofore been Included in the local
tnrlffs of the Southwestern and of the
Rook Island.
In addition to thn Rock Island, the
Rio Orande sheet Includes the fol

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

Corner Flrsr Street and Copper Avenue.

General Colonization Agent
A. f. ft S. F. Ry
Chicago
Rallwuy Exchange.

g

SANTA ROSA ADDED TO
RID GRANDE RATE SHEET
After being present through one of
longest
and most largely attended
the
sessions of the Bio Grande rate sheet.
I.. M. Brown, chief rate clerk of the
passenger department of the Southwestern, returned to El Paso this
morning from New Orleans, says the
El Piibo Herald.
There were ton rate clerks at the
meeting, a larger number than Is

FINE

Driving

-bout

Easter Novelties in Costumes
Suits. Coats. Waists, and Millinery

In this collection of lieu models there Is something created especially for you.
the best designer Is here, a Showing t lint Is almost iK'wildcriug In lis cMcnsivciic
In Silk OoatmMM wc hare u very esictWSlTC collection to show you. You know
litis country In these pretty costumes. They vlll he more In invor this season Hum
our slock. We arc ulwnys pleased to show our many exclusive styles. You will be
only sell garments that lit uiid wear.
.

NEW WHITE

URGE

SI ITS AND SKIHTS.

(Second Floor)
English Serge Eton and Pony
Jacket Suits, short sleeves, pleated and flaring
skirts, trimmed with heavy .silk lirald and lace, on
the new designs In plain fashioned effects. Price!1
New White

$25.00 to $50.00.
New Skirts of White Serge,
White Panama.
White Sicilian, some pluln llaring, others fancy
pleated. Price, $4.95 to $25.00.

NEW SILK SHIKTWAIST DRESSES.
(Second Floor)
The distinctive styles that are introduced here
for the llrst time are well worth seeing. They aro
smart, correct and beautiful Silk Suits that will
be extensively favored for spring nnd summer
Wear. A choice gathering at $13.50 to $35.00.

Every Hue Is perfect, every new style kink thought out hy
with luirdly liny two dike.
W arc III a pcejttoa lo turn out the
smartest crcntlinis "l
ever before. If it Is too early to buy, come and look IhrMgtl
really surprised nt the modest prices on line goods, and we
THE VEHY LATEST STYLISH COATS.
(Second Floor)
These are clever new stylo models. Every new
is here. Plain and
line and touch of tailoring
practical, but well cut and tailored. Tight llUlm
or box style; short and jaunty. Made of black
silk nnd pongee and tan covert cloth. Prices
$5.00, $7.50, $10.00, $12.50. $15.00 and $20.00.

Our $25 Suits
(Second Fluor

We can almost say we are satisfied
with our showing of $25.00 Suits
that Is, we don't see how we could

make it stronger.
The great variety of the Ideas, the
cholccness of the fabrics and the superior qusJHtjF of the tailoring warrants
us In saying they are the best Suits In
America at this price. And It Is only
because of the enormous Suit business
done that we can maintain such
values.
All the newest Ideas In fitted or
ionsc

I! tona,

tight-fittir.-

Waists at Ssvlnl Prices
style, lace
Sheer White Lawn Waists,
insertion, $l.5U.
Several styles fine Mull Waists, lace Insertion
and embroidered fronts, short sleeves, $2.50 and
$:um.
China Silk Waists, heavy embroidery or lace Insertion, with lace cuffs; attractive designs, nt $5.
Special Net Waists, lace Insertion, tucks running crosswise on sleeve and around body, short
sleeves. Special price, $7.50.
two-pan-

hlpdenfth

g

coats or smart pony coats

all colors.

This Week We Offer 500 WeJking Skirts txt Three Dollars ivnd
riant

$3.95

them in all materials and shades; also all the
new models, and consider them equal to $8.00
and 110.00. Skirts seen elsewhere.
-

extra full plaited

fect, with heavy embroidery trimmings;
thing decidedly new. Special at flS.SO.

ef-

some-

Spring Neckwear

Cheney Drotlicrs'

Endless variety of the newest

The designs are so new and different, the

Ideas In Woman's Neckwear,

Linere Linens

Fine Hiidlum Foulards.

apart figures make this silk

so

far

attractive.

The dainty little figures make It so beautiful.
Tho colors

and combinations

will milt the

most fastidious.

Corset
embroidered
Hand
Covers and hand embroidered
Linen Shirt Waists; also ban
embroidered Irish and Japanese Linen Waists at $$.50 In

These beautiful Silks at $1.00 per yard.

$15.00.

"

of Muslin Underwear that was
used In making our window and Interior displays;
somewhat mussed and soiled In the handling
A large line

I

chiffon, lace und fine
washable materials, In dainty
effects and becoming styles.
In silk,

$3.95

Mussed W hite Wear Sale

Showerproof Foulards at $1.00

Our showing of $.75 Skirts is more varied
than any other store In 'Albuquerque. We have

Cents EslcK

Ninety-fiv- e

pur- ami sent us ny express a mg nimnmnii in nun npicn
Our ltcsKlenl lluycr In New York nought out a complete Skirt Maiiuracturliig
( liase, and the result Is In favor of Hie shopping
public. These skirls arc beautifully made, of an endless variety of attrscthe man rials. They are
the new circular nod el renin ted pleated skirts. Some are trimmed with circular bias bands of same material, all well lliilshcd ami In good asMirtmeiil
oí lengths. The regular price of Ihese skirts would range from $5.00 to $7.50, and this week you may have your choice for Three Ninety-Fiv- e
(Sec Window Display)

Other New Skirts

Black- Voile Dress Skirts,

el

during our big Underwear Sale; placod on Hargain
Tables and to be closed out at quite a reduction
from our usual low price. The lot Include! all
kinds of Muslin Underwear, Children'! .White
Apron and Women' White Apron.

i
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PUIS PHY

IS

OPPOSITION
Sij"Ifc
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NEW

HOI

I HE WOMAN'S

MORE CANDIDATES

Hard to Fill Places on the Bids

GLU6

lor

Received

Being

de It i study for sixteen years, but
Nina was not so Intensely Interested i
in the wrk as published stories slncej
she wa nt away would make it api
pear.
.Mrs. Brandt declined to affirm or
deny the report that her husband
would take Miss Brandt to some other
city lhan Ht. I.ouls.
With reenril to the Intimation from
Junto that Dr. Brandt's fight on
the liquor traffic might have aroused
enmity resulting in Injury to his
deüihter, the flt. I.ouls police say they
:can do nothing toward running down
the alleged assailants of Miss Hrnndt
until thev secure further details of the
crime.
l
Orniul Jury I" He tailed.
New York. Mar. 30. Justice Dowl-;lnIn the supreme court today granted the application made yesterday by
District Attorney Jerome for a special
grand jury to investigate Insurance
matters. Justice bowling said he consulted his associates and Ihey agreed
as to the advisability of granting Je-

Thinking

A

'Railroad ACe.

of Buying

g.

SEASON'S FIRST MUSICALE

SOME CURIOUS CAMPAIGN

Furniture, Rugs,

or

rome's request. A special grand jury
will be called about May 1.
.
a
Mexican Congress to open.
Mexico City, Mar. 30. President
The officers of the Woman's club of Dies will open congress for Its 1.spring
Some difference of opinion scfiti
session Sunday evening, April
AT FU"M
M exist In the minds of the people as Albuquerque are now receiving bids
WE AUK s'KIJ.IXG THR BRST GOODS IN THK CITY
'
for lbs construction of a line modetfl
to the real title of the ticket nominatTexas Pacific Collision,
ouB
LOWER
pricks
CENT
TO
PER
TEN
than
í:xtv
tw
liib house foi the use of the organiAbilene, Texts, Mar. 30. An
ed In Colombo hall Wednesday nlghl
SKK.
CALÍ
AND
IS
SF.KING
P.RMEVINO.
COMPETITORS.
-t
passenger
Pacific
Texas
train
in opposition to the People!
zation. The building is to be erected
Ollfded with a freight train near EM
Wi: HAVE SEVERAL
CAST TERMS, IN FACT, Si'lT YÓÜRÉLí.
in ticket, one at rest corner orator on the ground on Hold avenue, oppoIwa
lots
kota
OrO,
toil';'.
where
yesterday sssi rttfl and offered to site the 'asa
dc
"CLOSE-OUT- "
WHICH
ARB QOINO AT
CHINA,
PATTERNS
oF
None of th" passengers received Set
frontage have
prove that the reBwrded name of the each w ith ' a
REMARKABLY LOW FIGURES. THY rs.
rious Injury, though several were painticket was the "S. H. league," another been purchased by the dull.
that It was the
The new dull house will cost be- fully hurt.
Among the in lured was W. ft. Am
and still another that It was tween live and six thousand dollars.
the Taxpayer' LeaftM," although one It will be one story in height and ar- ble, of Los Angeles.
were chitecturally handsome with dimenin two of the Kentlemen who
Mi. Wright Tal.es the Oath.
most active in engineering the matt- sions fifty by one hundred atnl thirty-tw- o
Washington, Mar. .to. Luke It.
ing Wednesday night ire reported to
feot. Pressed brles will he used
with stone trim- Wright took the oath as ambassador
M quite innocent of paying taxes un in Its construction
to the preaeni Unte.
whatever the mings Contractor! are now examin- Of the United States to Japan today.
name of i in- opposition ticket. It is ing ine plans ami specifications ami it
ránndlnn Pacific Hmashnp,
makiiiK an active campaign ami while is aitpei ti d the contract will be let and
St. Paul, Mar. 30. A special to the
It is not likely to poll a very heavy work bCgUt) within a very short time.
Crockery, Rugs, Etc.
Irote, vet its activity Is causing a cerThe club hnuff will be built with Pioneer Press from Winnipeg, Man..
tain amount of Interest In the flection a view to the peculiar needs of the says:
A
on
Xeepwa
Albuwreck
occurred
the
8L
which otherwise would he lacking. rapidly growing organization of
it will contain a brunch of the Canadian I aclfie railThere his lieeti some difficulty in querque women.
way
today.
a
man
One
ami
was
killed
two
room,
on
place
or
Inrg" dance hall
ball
finding andklates for the
the ti, ket made vacant by reslgna-tloti- large dub rooms, a reception hull and large number of passengers were
equipped
and
an
well
unusually
Fourth
in
plates
the
Th
kitchen, as domestic Science
ward at' reported to have been filled
FVvor ( out! act Plan.
althouuli definite announcement has In. Ids a prominent place In the club's
Washington. Mar. 30. The contract
Heretofore ihe
OPERA HOUSE I ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
not been in ule, but the vacant plies. sphere of activity,
In the
First ward is still a gaping dub has been holding meetings in the plan for tiie building of the Isthmian
rooms in the commercial Club build- canal was sfrnngly advocated by Dinbreach in the ranks.
osdlon tic ket apparently ing, hut with the addition of new eral George W. Davis before the senThe
Tuesday, April 3
fienerally
Saturday, March Jl
his a show to cause an Interesting members nntantly the ladies have ate commit tee today.
facilities
speaking,
foreign
Davis,
said
room
on
and better
General
the council and found mote
rare for the daces
contractors were better able to take
the school board in the Serotul ward. for i lub work Imperative,
Matinee nt 2:30 pm Night nf 1:45 pn
over works if this character than Hidden Brothers Present Their Latest
Muslfttle or Your.
although II is not likely to ki fid
Tiie club held the first musical! of American contractors.
even in that ward. In the other w inls
a
.mil Greatest
Kngngeutenl of the Dtattttgnlshod
II is serving to add
little interest to 'Ihe year yesterday afternoon In the
Bellamy Takes if Hard.
Actor Mil.
Ho'om men lal Club building, the pro
eh ction. and to urge th f u ;on
gram being arranged
by the music
Vienna., Mar. 30.
Heltamyfltofer.
furies to get the vole out: SI mp
ommlltee. consisting of Mrs. tri n. the n tlring American ambassador, is
that and nothing more.
B.
furious arguments are heing ad- Caasidy, chairman; Mrs. Drury, and In bed suffering from a renewed attack of Egyptian fever. His physivanced In street corner gatherings by Mrs. Washburn.
Aceonapnnled lay
K teti member of the club brought cians have forbidden him to see anywhich
the (rienda of the antl-tlckare causing more or less amusement at 1' list two guests so thai Ihe room one.
Miss Marie Drofnah
among the voters. Unable to make an was pin ked to Ihe doors during the
Negro Murderer flanged,
program,
Delicious
refreshments
MMHia of the water works onestlon, for
In Two Saperia PfodttCtJons
WftxahatchlO, tfex., Mar. 30. Albert
the benefit of their candidates, since were served at the close of the proJohns
colored, was executed this
the candidates of the fusion ticket gram.
"The Merchant of Venice"
The first numbrr on the program afternoon for the murder, of J. 11. Tayhave announi d their position on thai
otiestlon to the entire satisfaction of was piano Solo by Miss Irene liixlct'. lor, a while man, committed near this A HAIL STORM OF SENSATION!
RenV
a
city last July. The execution was
At the Mattnee, muí
the people, the antl forces ate turning who plaveil two numbers1,
by several thousand people.
to the fusion plan Itself. The cui.ou.a nade and a selection from "Jocelvu." witii.
charge is made in support of I")r. by find. nil. She was foil awed by Mr.
"The Taming of the Shrew"
All tht SenMtlons of a
bOOaC Leaf Devices
who sang. a solo In place of
Ohamberlln's candidacy that the futinAll
beauties of a Pastoral
At MKlit.
sion convention Was domlnal)- - by Mu. Harrison, who was detained At Can be used to advantage In every
Play) As Many I.hiikIim
Dr. fhamberlln heme b; lllnes-and was unable to business. We have the meláis and
Frank A. IIuIiIk-IIcan make you loose leaf binders any
Each Play resented in n Suntntoons
was S member of the republican con- take her part In the program.
as a tOirce Conted
by
MM size or style desired. Our new loose
Manner, Wlila Every Altaiatioia
Si XI tame a recital
vention and of the fusion convention,
to Detail.
and there Is no record In either COO Powi rs. with nlano accnmpanlmenl hv sheet holder Is I winner, for keeping
by n strons Cottlpahy
Presented
veniion of his having had a word to Mis Onssldy, "Non Ti Bcordttr dl Me." stray papers in proper shape.
by a vocal duet
M. s. LithgOW A Ob.
TH was followi-sav or Objection to mike to the proKoinrflililR iOnlircly New.
"I Have Bookbinders,
ceedings of either convention. It is by Mr. and Mrs. Cassfdy,
Journal niiildln-- i
Prices: 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
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rlerks. a provl-ioof one of the best, if no! the very best line of goodl in tiie Ldiited States
discussion and which Incited the tight Importance of tree planting In Ihis
nUtile bj
against the bill. The bill, as passed, country, not only by his precept but
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Women's Black
Silk Coats
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Of Taffeta and Peau de Sole
Charming & Siunning New
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Creations Just Received

W. STRONG S SONS
FUR.NITURE

.

Corner Second Street

Copper Avenue

spa-clo-

ELK'S

i

OR Early Spring Wear in the morning and even
ing a light weight coat is just what every woman
needs. Here is where a fancy silk coat is the article
desired. They're dressy, and still have more or less
warmth. They cost very little considering the materials
and trimmings used. Come and look over our showing
anyway. See our window display.

Mein-Dram-

(

What Women Charles

Taffeta Silk

Silk Etons

Han ford

et,

i

Will Do

Worth up to

Coats at
A Good Vuhic

ro.no

1

'S'.-e-

Melta-lirain-
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OF PKAU DF SOIF.
MADK
SOME ARB
AND TAFFETA.
AND OTHERS ARE
PLAIN'
FANCY.
OCR REASONS FOR
BUCH
GOOD
PRICING. IS
THAT OUR SIZE ASSORTHER K
MENT IS BROKEN.
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITT TO
BUT ONE UNDER PRICK.

BOX COAT, MADE

A

OF

CHIFFON TAF-PETTHE
KIND THAT
WEARS, THEY'RE NICELY
TRlMED WITH STITCHING
AND STRAPS OF SILK, AND
ARB WORTH THE PRICE.
GOOD

A
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Variety Style Price.

Come in and see this new assortment we're
glad to show you whether you buy or not
EXCELLENT VALUES

Cas-sld-

FOUR STYLES

AT

6.75

OPENING!

n

AT

UNEQUALLED VALUES AT

TWO STY LI'S AT

fu-nl-
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XT It A FINE COATS

SIX STYLES WE SHOW AT

AT

15.00
GENUINE AUTO COATS AT
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Adjliaati--

Easter Gobuns
Calí on Madame Cross and settle the

problem.
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MADAME GROSS

West Gold Avenue.

Ltadles' Teiloriiag

r

iYovi May Buy or You May Waat
Wy! v
SPECULATING-W-

But Things MUSt Come Our
YOU May Think We Are

ReiTfl61Tljbr

You Will Hve To, Also!
Know We Have a "GOOD THING"

E

That we can afford to wait, but you cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the lowlands.
That we are the sole owners of the only Heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty
square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years,
JI

ifl

we are now offer-n-

it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all Factories, Stores, Saloons',
Boarding Houses, etc. J That we are expending in improvements over $50,000 and two year's work, and,
at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. 4 That we own our
own water plant and will furnish you, from deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the
present rates.
That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to everv residence the Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley.
That here you are
above the dust and the dirt or mud, the smoke and the noise of less favored localities.
Remember, that the
g

Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial
That Sil ver Avenue, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the Cream of the Entire Addition, will be the Finest in AH New Mexico or Arizona
That beginning at one park and ending at another and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on the crest of the
highest ground in the tract. That on this avenue a thirty-foo- t
building line is imposed; that the lots are only sold in sites of 100x132 feet; that no dwellings may
cost
less than $4000, and that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such
surroundings. That the
sixty sites on this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.

Also, Remember Tha.1 the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build

GO UP AND SEE!

at

Once.

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Co
M. P.

M
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SUIIS 10 CLEAR
HIS FATHER'S NAME

Son

of

Colonel

Says Honor Is Touched.
SHOOTING

OF NEW MEXICO

CHIEF

Santa

JUSTICE RECALLED

Fe Revolver

Duel Ending

in

Death of Judge Slough One of

Territory's Famous Tragedies
William I,. Itynerson, Jr.. wtl of
lute Col. William L. Kynersnn, at one
timo member of the New Mexico legislature, threatens tu bring libel suits
aggregating many thousands of loll.u .;
against those newspapers and thou1
prisons who llave been spreading
Abroad what he alleges are slanderous
Stories regarding his father, who
gained bis chief notoriety by ihootlng
ami killing John I'. Slough, chief Ju-- t
of the peace of the territory.
Mr. Itynerson, Jr., who lives in pOl
Taso and( is well known in AlUuquei-ipisays' that he will bring !gal pro-c- .
dings In the United States court
In fore Judge Maxey again t a number
of leading newspapers that have been
putting blots on tile Itynerson escutcheon.
He goe on to explain that certain
have recently gone the
statements
rounds of the eastern press concerning the famous controversy thathas breóme historical In New Mexico. These
statements Mr. Itynerson claims, are
undue, and during the past two weeks
have attracted widespread attention
in the public press.
Mr. Rynerson adds that he la only
concerned In the political controversy
of 1867. ao far as It was Identified
with the difficulty between his father,
and
Senator William L. itynerson,
Chief Justice Slough which led to the
lutter's untimely death.
For the past week Mr. Hynerson hus
boon busy collecting certified COSlrl
of records and reliable data regarding
the public career of his noted futhcr.
Itynerson's Carver.
The main Incident of the political
eontroversy and Us tragic end are
briefly as follows:
Forty years ago Col. William L.
Itynerson, a noted Indian fighter and
civil war veteran, fjprung Into prominence In New Mexico. He bore the
acara of many hard skirmishes with
the Indians and also had won hi
strapa aa an officer during the rebellion
When the dlabandment of the
union forces followed the pence at Appomattox. Captain Itynerson, of Company C, First California Infantry, resigned from the United States arm)
Hut before the resignation was acted
upon he wus advanced to the grade of
1

i

c,

.

Stamm, Secretary and Selling Agent

colonel and offered by the prisldent a
commission in the regular army. This
Commission he declined and subse-- ,
quctitly pitched his tent In New Mexico. In lscfi lie accepted the appoint--i
In the Cnited
mi nt of quartermaster
States army. Hut he soon became
in politics and resigning Ills
military commission became a candilegislature.
date fur the territorial
He was elected by an overwhelming
majority as senator from Dona Ana
county. In December, 1867, the senn-- I
tor went to Santa Fe and was duly
SWOrn In as a member of the leglsla-- .

Santa Fe. but subsequently the re-- I
mitins were disinterred and rooommlt-- j
ted to the ground with special honors
at Cincinnati, Ohio,
Colonel Rynersggi continued to live
in southern New Mexico.
He occupied a number of positions of public
trust and enjoyed the respect of itl-- !
.en generally until death closed his career.
n iwed.
Great I ntitude
At the murder trial griMl latitude
was allowed as to the extent and
character of the evidence submitted,
which practically Included a brief
live body.
sketch of the lives of both men. This
Shooting of slough.
evidence in the main is still of record
In a few days afterwards occurred and Is what William Itynerson has
!a tragedy which was telegraphed all been collecting and verifying.
The matter first invited fresh attenover the world, and is talked of even
to the present day. The chief justice tion the early part of the presen!
(ieneral
month,
when an extended article apNew
Mexico,
John P.
of
Slough, was shot at the Exchange ho- - peared in an eastern paper, giving a
tei In tanta Fe.
Colons! Rynerson ketch of John P. Slough. Jr.'s life.
Itynerson claims that he can posidid the shooting, Inflicting a mortal
contradict many statements
Wound In the judge's side. The latter tively
only survived a short time.
made from the court records.
In the article referred to John 1'.
t ailing for Resignation.
The Incident that led up to the kill- Slough of St. Louis, is quoted as tying
that he was in Santa Fe and had
ing was a resolution Introduced by
Mr. Itynerson in the senate. This res- hold of his father's hand when
the
optragedy
two
only
occurred. That Colonel Itywas
passed with
olution
posing votes.
It demanded the Im- nerson met and passed the chief Jusmediate removal of the chief Justin-.- tice and then without warning, turned and shot him in the buck.
Son the alleged grounds of IntemperThese Statements Mr. Itynerson alance, tyranny and illegal orders issued
leges are without foundation and refrom the bench.
The day following Judge Slough no- flect upon his father's memory. He,
ticed Colonel Itynerson at the hotel .therefore, says that he considers it his
name
It was averred that the former called jduty to vindicate his father's
the latter a vile name, a thief and a land again place on record the true
of
case.
facts
the
scoundrel.
.1. I. Slough, Jr.'s Noted
Ufe,
Next day Itynerson met the judge
I. Slough. Jr., of St. Louis h at the same tdace, and the evidence HadJohn
career. He crossed the
showed asked him three times In suc-- ; plainsa noted his
with
father when he Was
cession to take back w hat he had said.
11
years of age.
He Joined the
The Judge refused to do so, and asked only
Itynerson "what he was going to do Cnited States army when Hi and carinas
a
scars
of
the
number of wounds
labout It." It was proved that Judge
by rifle, spear and tonta--!
Slough had his hands in his pockets inflicted
hawk.
at the time, and that he dropped his
Slough Hud the first shot which
pistol as he was pierced by Kyner- - killed
a dreaded Indian chief a the
sons bullet, it was a'so claimed that famous
Unites.
of Slim
Ht
the Judge had threatened Itynerson served inbattle
the Custer campaign and bv
and (iabriel Heath, secretary of the mere accident
escaped being with tin
territory. The latter had on Invita
band that met its death with Its comtion, sworn in the legislators, a task mander.
usually devolving on the chief Jufttis
Slough was by the side of Buffalo
It is said tlit Justice Slough bitterly
lllll Cody when 'the latter ended the
resented this supposed slight, as he re-- I career
of the famous Indian chief
garded It as a direct Insult to take
Hand. He rose rapidly from
lawny this, his usual prerogative of ad- -' Yellow
jthe ranks and tendered his resignation
ministering the oath.
when holding a commission as Oral
Itomandrd Without Bail.
At the preliminary hearing of the lieutenant In the regular army. He
entered the railroad service, and
murder case Colonel Itynerson was re-- I then
occupied several prominent posimantled to Jail without ball. This ec has
Is
tions.
Mr Slough
favorably
tion aroused the Indignation of the ci'-- !
known in LI I'.iso, and is especially re.
1ns of Dona Ana county. A great membered
In conupctlou with his
mass meeting was held and unani 'Services In there
the passenger departments
mous resolutions were passed severely of the Mexican
Central and National
arraigning
the ruling
of Justice railroads of Mexico.
He is at present
Houghton who was on the bench.
superintendent of the
urt departHabeas Corpus Trial.
Rapid Transit company of
ment of
Subsequently Itynerson sued out a Bt. Louis.the
writ of habeas corpus before Judge
Military Ancestors,
Terry li. Hrocchus, associate Justice
The Sloughs are from revolutionary
of the supreme court of New Mexico,
In an ably written opinion which was stock, and their direct ancestor was
of a comprehensive character and at- the first colonel named by (Ieneral
tracted national attention, the Judge Washington.
Chief Justice Slough, who was
reviewed every phase of the case. The
crurt held that there was evidence Jellied at Santa Fe, waa alsn a soltending to show that the defendant dier of note and by bravery won a
In 1x56 he
Hut owing commission as general.
had shot In
to the circumstances of the case he went to Denver, whore he was elected
Judge.
held the colonel for the Investigation
of Ihe grand Jury, fixing his ball at
When the civil war broke out he
$20.000.
raised the first two cavalry regiments
hail
120.000
In
This
Colorado. Subsequently he was orwoi rained within
'
a half hour after the decision was rendered to New Mexico to
with (ieneral C Ft. S. Canby.
dered.
Thei"
The rase dragged on In the courts he made a Jjrllllant military record.
He attracted the attention of Presiuntil March. 1S88. when It was
and stricken from Ihe docket dent Lincoln, vhn made him brigadier
of Santa Fe county on motion of the perioral.
When he retired from lh'
attorney guiara . on the grounds that armv he was appointed chief Justice
there was not sufficient evidence to of New Mexico by President Johnson,
Who afterwards refused to accept his
convict.
Chief Justice Slough was burled at resignation.
i

e.

ra

LASI

DAY FOR

MAN

WHO HASN'T PAID

time ever bit of passenger room was
taken up and a long list of accotnmo.
dation seekers were disappointed.
in spite of the heavy east bound
traffic, tourists are still pouring Into
Califorina In great numbers. A prominent railroad man yesterday estimated thai the transcontinental lines wero
bringing in 400 tourists daily,

which today's stock market opened,
and Which was unite in ruse of some
of the coalers in which opening loadM
ran from 2 to 3 points.
Closing

stock

ion'
1

Atchison
do preferred
New Jersey Central
peaks
Ohio
Not ill Tills Time Known Who Ho Is Chess
st. Paul
to Be.
Big Four
Washington. Mar. 30. Speculation 'olor n & Southern
do first preferred
has been rife ever since the death of
do second preferred
Prof. Samuel P, Langley about the
choice of his SUCCeSSOr.
Several an- Brio
nouncements have been printed as to Manhattan
names that were being considered by Metropolitan
Pacific
the regents of the Smithsonian, but It Missouri
may be said that up to date if there New York Central
has been even the suggestion of a I'etitisylvanla
A
San
Francisco
oholos It is not known to more than u St. Louis
gécpnd preferred
small group of the regents. In the
natural coursr of cents a successor Southern Pacific
to Professor Langley would nol be se- Union Pacific
Slates Steel
lected for a couple of months, this United
do pi iferred
delay being a matter of courtesy and
respect. Naturally, also, for a pos- Western Union
Culled States Itonds: ,
ition of so much honor and scientific !.,?....
O..
.11...
i..,
distinction, there would be a number
do coupon
Hut a man
of receptive candidates.
Who was distinguished enough for the Registered 3s
do coupon
place would never be a confessed candidate and It Is one of a few positions 'Old 4s. registered
do coupon
for w hich there cannot In the nature
or things be anything like u scram- New 4s. registered
do coupon
ble.

IT'S THE POLICE COURT FOR
DELINQUENTS

AFTER

TODAY

Paid k'our Poll Tag?
If you hiven't. vou'd do well to
wander aroHnti) today and pay It else
there will be Something doing.
The last day f .r payment of the
poll tax is today.
Th" legal limit in
which the one dollar may remain deApril
linquent is
Is tomor1st whi.-row, and tomorrow being Sunday you
can't pay it tomorrow. So it Is a can
of pay today or face a suit in justice
court Monit.iy mrtrnlng.
liven If you go Into court to confess
Judgment II will cost you S3. 50 SO it
would probably be cheaper to pay it
Rave

mi

todajr.
All this

at least, Is what the city
officers and the officers of tha board
of education aay.
The poll tax is SI. It has nevri
been as systematically collected
as it is being collected this fear,
but the system is surely working this
season , and suit will be brought
against every man who doesn't pay up,
For the convenience Of the people,
the poii tax win be received in
Hllnpr's dlllir stole.
I'.occilits
will
also begin there. A sad fate awaits
the man who doesn't pay his poll tax
and the last day one can get In on tin
dollar basis la today.
he-fo-

SUCCESSOR.

i

I,''

j

TYPEWRITER

Worlds Record in Blindfold
writ lug Broken ut Chicago.

Type-

Stl

Chic ago. Mar. 30.
The world's record In blindfold typewriting was bro-
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101
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114

144'i
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Action
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69
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104'. 4
104
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103
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Ite-icip- ts

era and feeders,
$3.00 414.25: hulls,
$4.00ii 5. 15. calves. $ 3.00 f,i 6,50 west
em fed steers, $3.60 j 5.
western
red cows. $2.759 4.50.
It
Sheep
Ipts
2,000.
Market
strong. Muttons. $4.50(1 5. so lamba,
;

B0i

Loses

47

Louis.
dy; unchanged.

5001.

Pearce

id1,

Kansas cttj Use stock.
Kansas City. Mnr. 30. Cattle
2.00O,
lulling 200 southerns.
Market Steady. Native steers. $4.2.". ui
6.00; southern
steers, 11.71 01,0s,
50 Co 4.25;
Southern rows,
native
rows and heifers, $2.25 di 5.25 ; stork- -

15.

LOAN ASSOCIATION

i76'i

111

ken at the national business show
here by Miss Rose L. Fritz, of New
York, who wrote 4.007 words In alx-l- y
minutes. The total numbers of
words written was 4.47, but 450 mistakes were made. When she won
her championship medal in New York
Miss Frltr. wrote 3,8,17 words In sixty
mn utes.
CALfFORNlA mi hists HEAR
Miss lirnrvleve Ureen of Chlcig
(
SPRING
ALL
HOMEWARD won the adding machine contest by
mi:
six ledger pages of llgures In
Lag ring toast h Thoeaand for tiie adding
three minutes and thlrty-nln- e
secEffete gang.
onds.
San Francisco, Mar. HO. TotlTlstl
are everywhere appron hing t ho ticket
windows of the railroad offices and
FINANCE AND COMMERCE
validating their return tickets us fast
as possible. They have heard the call
of early spring In the east and with
the budding of th" 'willows and the
Chicago Hoard of Trade.
chirping of the robin rial hreasts the
Chicago, Mar. 30. Active demand
fever to he once more In their own for May wheat by shorts and cash
homes has taken possession of fhem. houses caused general strength today
All dny long the windows of the local In the local wheat market.
May wheat opened at 77 to 77'.
ticket offices are the objective point
of Jostling, happy tourists, each wall- advanced to ,"S and closed at 77 r.
ing to write his name on the hark of July sold between 779(77
and closed
the strip of pasteboard that means a w ith a gain of
at 77 H.
quick Journey hark to the native
May mm opened at 44
advanced
town.
to 44 . rw
and closed at 44 V.
The lines running out of Kan FranMay oats opened ut S09f3l and
cisco arc doing n tremendous business. closed at 30 4 .
The Southern Pacific l running its
The Meláis.
trains In two and three Sections every
dny. Th" Sinta Fe reports nn equally
New York. Mar. 30. Copper was
fast rush eastward. Much of the traf- 4s lower In Ihe London market with
fic la coming up from Los Angeles spot ipiotud at fX3 15s and futures at
and remaining a day or two In Han 10 16s. Locally no change was reFrancisco before oroselng the Sierra. pon..!
Lake ta quoted St H.ÜOít
Bleeping car accommodations are be. IÍ.7H; Electrolytic at g.25 O 8. .10 and
Ing secured far In advance.
Ticket tasting at 8.00 ti 1 S.25.
clerks are working overtime.
Lead was unchanged nt 15 s Id
Considerable transpacific traffic Is in Ihe Kngllsh murket and 5.1505.40
now going both oast and west. Mer- locally.
Spelter was 2s fid higher at fj!i in
chants are going In great numbers to
the Orient and many Japanese nnd re- London.
Locally market continué
turning tourists are entering this port, dull, with spot quoted nt 0.1 2 '4 W fi.io.
van with the Increased capacity of
Silver.
Mexican dnllurs, 60.
the great steamers now running to
China and Japan difficulty Is expeHall Hirer).
New York. Mar. SO.
rienced in handling the Immense trafPrices reeet
fic.
When the Manchuria sailed last red strongly from the weakness with
1

40

273
$

Wool,
Mar. 30. Wool market,

Bt.

CONTESTS,

mm

list:

Amalgamated Copper
Sugar
Anaconda

.

PROP. LANGLEY'S

COURT SUSTAINS

range wethers, $LI0ii

6.00; fed ewes. $4.254i 5.40.

bicago Live Slock.
Chicago, Mar. 30. Cnttle Receipts
2,000. Market strong.
Beeves, $4. Oil
Ml; cows and heifers, 11.16 tH.lt j
tockari and feeders, $2.75 ft 4.80;
Texans. $$.40ii 4.60.
Bheep Receipts
7.000.
Mnrket
strong. Sheep, $3.75 6.25; lambs,
4.504! 6.65.

BEEN

INDICTED

Judge Ira A Abbot) In the district
court yesterday .sustained the finding
of Referes Harry Owen In the matter
of the suit brought by K I. and O. A.
against the
Pearce
M iic and Loan association.
This
matter has hern pending for several
years past. The plaintiffs nsked the
association for an accounting of stock
and alleged Irregularities In the management of the building and loan association.
It was demanded that the association cancel mortgages und release
slock amounting to about $7.000. The
Investigation made by Iteferee Harry
Owen was in favor of thr association
on every point.
He found that the
association had been properly managed and the books were In apple pie
oiih r and the court upheld the referees findings O N Marion and Felix Lester appeared for the defendants, with Chllders and Medler as attorneys for the plaintiffs.
The territorial grand Jury after another busy session yesterday handel
In thirteen true bills for various of
fenses. It is understood that no Indictments have yet been returned for violations of the Sunday closing law on
account of luck of evidence ngilnst
alleged "lid lifters." It Is contVjcntlv
expected Hint the grand Jury will
complete its labors today and will
hniid In Its final report to the court on

.

111

Monday.
Nllv.
The Alhuiiierque Business College
J. H. Rutherford, well known as tho
will
of tho
Monda.
Arrangements former local representative
comhnve best! made whereby the work of hull. ma Si, lie
Life Insurance
the college will continue, without pany of Indianapolis, Indiana, has filed suit In the district court against the
further Interruption.
Students piense take notice and he Insurance company for the sum of
01
$932. which he ulleges Ik still due him
hand Monday st ! o'clock a. m.
2
IIKNKV L. PITMAN.
for his services. Klock nnd Owen are

renii

attorneys for the plaintiff.
The State National hank has brought
Of nil kinds and sliei of paper. Also suit nriilnst Frank Ackerman and J.
It.
Rutherford to recover the amount
manufacturers of account books. Try
a special made ledger. Journal
or of a promissory note, with O. N. Mar-ro- n
11.
as attorney for the plaintiff.
hook and nee how imp h satlsfai
tion you can get using it.
Ecarma, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
II. s. Llthgfiw ,v Co.
HookhliKlcrs.
King Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
Journal Building
Itch.
All these disease are attended by
intense Itching, which Is almost 1st
MEN ANDWOMEfl
relieved by applying Chamber
ttiÍlÍÉl Am w f.,r imn.tuc stantly
Bul
s Satte. and by Its continued use
di hrur,nnniniallo( lain
m IrrlUUoM or lcrlloM a permanent cure may be effected.
ajHv (Ht.HtM
Ml M Mrlottft,
of nut run a nwinbrtnw
It has. In fact, cured many cases that
l altaAta,
PtlateM, and t.ot Mtrin hud realsted other treatment.
Price
...
or
.11
25 cents per bos.
For sale by all
Sole 7 Drnnrlal.
'
druggists.
or Mnt la lain waapMr
Wc Are Hulera

111

JL

l- - S- -

r.

praMlil
f
br
II IM r i l.ottl, , (J 7.
tu cala Mal I

QUE MORNING JOURNAE,
WAR TO THE KHIFE

NATION AROUSED

BETWEEN WIRELESS

TO

TELEGRAPH CROWDS

Salmrlav. March 31.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

The Globe Store

STARVING JAPAN

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Money to Loan
Furniture.

Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
receipts, as
warehouse
salaries and
low as 110.00 ;Uid as high as 1200.00.
Loans are auicklv made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Ooods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshin tickets to and from all
oarts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 nd 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
305 Vcst Railroad Avenue.
FOR SALE-FOR SALE. Furniture of four-roohouse, nearly new; no invalids.
Cheap, If sold at once. E. C. Fuehr.
tf
406 South 4th street.
FOR SALE. Sideboards, sewing
Room 4, Grant
machines, cheap.
On

DeForest Company

Out to Victorious

Get Marconi's Scalp,
CHARGE

FOREIGN

by War's Reaction.

i

CORPORATION

HUNDRED THOUSAND

WITH MISUSE OF MAILS
The Morning Joaraa Bucean,
1Í3 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W
Washing-ton- .
D. C. Mar. 27.
War to the knife. and the knife to
hilt, lias been declared by the
American De Forest Wireless Telegraph COBlpany against the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph company of Amar
tea und the brakers handling tlie stock
of the
litter company.
Andrew
White, of Nan fork and St. Louis,
prerldent of tlie American Do Forrest
nmp.i ny h it applied to the postof-M- k
department for fraud order?
the Marc. mi company. Munro
tllnst
A Munro, of New York, and F. P.
Ward & Co. of New York. Philadelphia and cine here on the ground
(h. u the parties mentioned were using the malls to defraud the public
by circulating advertisement! falsely
stating that on Injunction hid been
granted by tin- United stiie supreme
nurt against the De Forrest company
in
favor i.f the Marconi
com-ian- ,.
Mr. White wan in the south
uhen he heard that an article had
appeared In a number of newspapers
to th.; effect that Chief Justice Fuller
h.i
I'sufd in Injunction against hts
'.on any and h id signed an order for
his arreirt for uitempt of COMM. He
MMnedlatel)
came
to Washington!
"here he wrote to Mr. James H. Ml
Kenney, rlerk of the United St iles súpleme court, asking if (here had been
n.v Injunction Issued or whether "an
irder of arrest fur me personally has
beep. Isnued by chief Justice Fuller
for contempt in failing to appear In
the hi tlon alleged."
Clerk McKenney replied that "no
ae between the Marsiwuil Wireless
sntagraph company of America, and
the American De Forres! Wireless
Telegraph enmpan) lias ever been decided by this court, nor Is there such
a case now pending on the do kel of
this court." Notwithstanding this
statemenl of Clerk blcKen- ney of the United Slates supreme
court, that no such roll had ever
been decided ly that court, advertisements appeared yesterday in a number of newspapers citing the Injunction aliased to have been issued bv
Mr. While
thief .fustic Fuller.
therefore resolved upon drastic mensure and today applied to the
general for a fraud order
against
those concerned, on the
ground, as he put it. thai they were
engaged In "swindling the public by
nlenpreeenilng the supreme court of
the United Btatee."
He was accompanied by General Oe irge II. II. C.
Dunwoody,
U.S.A. (retired), the
Washington representative
of
th"
comp.inv.
u
"I called on pnstfaster General
this morning.' said Mr, White
today, "and submitted to him the
misleading advertisements which
complained "f are circulating.
These appear under flaring captions
and allege that;
"The De Forrest
Wireev Telegraph otnpany, by a decision rendered by Chief Justice Fuller of the supreme court of the United
states, has been strictly enjoined,"
etc. i also show... i the postmaster
general the letter from the clerk "f
the United Sl.iten supreme court ti
the effect that then- was never a SSS
of this kind decided by the supreme
court. I further gave him a few facts
Concerning the past history of the
parties engaged In the stock Jobbing
s of which this Is but a pirt.
"fertl
Mr. Cortelyou sent us to Asslslan
rcneral fur the postofflce department RttnUftl P. OoOdwtn, before
whom w laid our case and who now
has It under consideration. Courtesy
10
the department
forbids that I
should iv any more In this connec- i

,

i

post-mast-

Cor-feiyn-

11

oi

called at the office of

th
"I thi
.f
Clark
the t'nlted Stales suprem"
court to surrender myself were there
any order for my arres) tgalnat me.
' was Informed there was none m i
that no such OASS as described in the
advertisements had ever been before
the court. I also learned here th it
l d to all
Mr MeKennev hud
Who
Inquired
that there had evr bean
a
a
h
MM
can.
Of
such
deolalon."
Continuing Mr. White said
"I am
going lo New- York lonight to appeal
lefore the court t .morrow morning,
where mi appointment h is Peon arranged by our cntinsi
to apply for a
restraining order and permanent injunction agslnsl th- Marconi company
and Its broken to preven: them from
puHI'hlne as advertisement", or rlr- ii i.i
e any
literature containing
false statements concerning th. Unitt Khali llo
ed Stite 'tit reme court
th.
reek t' have them indl'l.)
grand jirv as common swindlers.
Thev claim thev h ive government
contracta while
have it on the authority of officer of th" g'overnmt't
I presume th v
none.
that thev hive
thought thev would mare the govern-wen- t
w'th their false reports of a supreme ourt Inlunetlon, but thev tit- ertry failed. Here is
check."
exhibiting the same. "for
.1J.R00 dated Mar h J I
wht
I have Just received from the navy
sing;., heck
tartment, the
ft1' i on ''crnunl of wireless telegra-phy- .
It is part pavment on a slnel
contract
iggrgating $55,000.
That
dfea not look as though the government feared we should not keep our
contracta."
In conclusion Mr
White sail
not rtrong enough to
"I a ng ige
chat li
the conduct of those who
aMernnl lo mislead the public bv mana
ufacturing
bogus opinion of the
f'nMed meten supreme court and
the same In stock Jooblng operation
would have asked th"
court for contempt orders against
them but was informed today that the
proper course was to appl) In the authorities in Si w York whb h I will do
ti. it. arrow.
Meanwhile I trust the
department
poetoflce
will prevent
thev from further using the malls to
public.
We
will not cash
defraud the
the government's check for 133 .'.no
Just vet. but will use It as evidence
nl. If necessary. I will personalty add
to it enough to make fioonno which
we are willing to spend to run the.
hemera to earth."
It will not coat you a cent to try
Chamberlain's Stomach and l,lver
Tablets, and they are excellent for
troubles and constipation.
stomach
Get a free sample at any drug store.
n
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Crushed

Nation

HAS

BEEN SENT BY AMERICANS

Correspondence Morning Journal.
New York. Mar. 27. A few months
ago we could scarcely wait for the papers to be printed, so eager were we
to know what victorious Japan was
doing; now we have awanened to the
appalling fact that he Is starving and
freezing, in the persons of a million
of her population in the north. Put
we are awakened thoroughly;
the
typical American has no less warmth
in his heart than shrewdness in his
brain, and his head once convinced of
a generous thing
the reason why
should be done, his heart immediately
prompts him to do it. Hence, after
two months of newspaper publicity,
money for the relief of these wretched
sufferers in northern Japan Is pour- ing from
direction into the
hannels wbloh transmit it to the re- llief committees on the famine field.
The Christian Herald, through the
contributions to its famine relief fund,
has this week forwarded a remittance
to the heart of th' famine district,
which swelled Its total relief work to
date., to the sum of $100.000. In gra
cious recognition of this glowing
Of the spirt of true sympathetic
neighbor!! neee existing in America
Japan. President Roosevelt Immediately sent the subjoined dispatch;
"Washington, Mar. 21, 1906.
Mr. Louts Klopsch:
"The Christian Herald. New York.
"Let me heartily thank you. and
through The Christian Herald, for the
admirable work done in connection
with the famine sufferers in Japan.
You have now raised $100,000 and you
have rendered a very real service to
humanity and to Uta cause of Inter
national good-wil- l.
"Til B( i DORE ROOiEVHLT."
So constantly comes the question
'When will the crisis be reached?"
th it it seems wise to explain that only
with the new harvest In early Sep
Itember can there come a home supply

FOR SALE. Second hand top bug-g- y
and harness. 211 North Wralnut.
FOR SALE Buggy and harneas,
1009 N. Eighth street.
FOR SALE First class restaurant
and lunch room opposite depot, dolus
good business. Hood reason for
selling. Address R, D. Journal, gl
FOR SALE Four good natlv?
horses, well broken to harness and
saddle. Inquire of Colorado phone
92--

i

The Store of

Reliability

Chi-aag-

calves, suckling
tf
C. care Journal.
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at
Morning Journal office.
WANTED First class cook and
housekeeper. Apply Mrs. W. D.
Klmhurst hotel. Noi Ii itli M, f
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, und all trades supillcd with
help on short notice.
Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Ofat.
fice, 316 S. First
Automatic:
'phone 290.
If
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
tf
Sewing by experienced
WANTED
109 North Waller. Old
dressmaker.

.

phone-

300

I s
mag-oxln-

phone

128.

II. S. IJtligow

Bookbinders.

A- -

Co.

Journal Pulldlng.

Our easy patmcnt plan places n piano o ohm your reach. Muy we not
tell you about It'.' I a roa id A 1.11-- i
ileniann, the Square Music Dealers.
MOKMNU JOI KNAL
WANT ADH
KKINO

RttULTA

nnnnfVft""

U

rtiof

ot

for bent
convejLs.59.jilterjst.
for
New

house, modern

524

mil

Rooms
W. Railroad avenue. m31

RENT

FOR

house-keepln-

g,

rati. e

FOR RENT. New four-roowith bath and electric lights,

--

m

ir

High and Iron.

pad iu'VT

Poor rooms for limit
housekeeping; two rooms each. 1207
S!

Keconrl st.

fot ijfvt rtood
modern conveniences.

room;
New Grant
.f
Apply Moon's studio.
building.
FOR RENT Brick house with
Maynard
bath at 207 N. Fifth St.
tf
Cmisnl.
FOR RENT Furnished room, mod
ern. 7 24 S. Second St.
IT.1VT3
1I.VP rP,ri. .rnnm houses'
Auto, phone 613 or call
furnished.
tf
at 1101 S. Fourth st.
FOR RENT To persons wishing
The eleprivate rooms with board.
gant residence of Nathan Barth. 422
neatly
North Sixth street, has been
furnished and started as a first-claprivate boarding and rooming house.
Large airy rooms, reception hall and
parlors, double porches, large grounds.
tf
Phone 638. Terms reasonable.
cotFOR RENT New four-rootage, 412 W. Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms bv
the day. week or month, also rooms
Eva.
Mrs.
for light housekeeping.
Flaming. 113 West Lend ave.
tf
FOR RENT Apartments In Park
View Terrace, eight rooms eacn. modern equipment throughout. H. H. Ti!-toroom 19, Grant block.
BAKERIES.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES DE- llvered to any oart of the city, wedding cakes a specialty: satisfaction
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
guaranteed.
Bakerv. 207 South First street.
BtSIM SS OPPOHTI MTIFS.
STOCK cVi.Ml'ANllí.s incorporated".
If you have stocks or bonds for saio
let me try and sell them for you.
Ceorge M. Kellogg, broker, 345 Elli-co- tt
Square. Kuffalo.
office

ss

m

n.

f KUJyJtSSIUJNAL
ATTORNEYS.
1!

"W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law.

Office In First National bank bulld- Alhiliiliernne, N M
PHYSICIANS.
IK. It. L. HCST
N. T. Arlmilo Bldg.
Room
8,

Tuberculosis treated with High Frequency Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
I
p, m. Trained nurse in attendance.
Moth 'phones.
DR.

J.

H. WROTH

Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque. N. M.
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeooathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
DR. W. G. SHADRÁCH
Practice Limited
Evo. Ear. Nose. Throat.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office 313M. W. Railroad av.
Hours 9 to 12 a.m.L3 0 to 5ji1jnt
"PROFESSION l. NURSE,
Auto f'hoTie. Ti; Colo. PÍíoo 165 blk
Hours. 9 a. m. to 12; 7 p, m. to 10.
M. R. WHARlROW

Gentleman Nurse.
II, Harnett Hldg.
Massage. Hydrotherapy and other
Itettle Creek methods.
DENTISTS.
lili. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Automatic Pilone 272: Colorado. 154.
E. .1. AMiER. 1). D. S.
Offices: Arimito block, opposite Golden ltule. office hours. 8:"0 a. m. to
11:30 n. m.: 1:20 to 5 d. m. Auto-matAppointments
telephone 4C2.
made by mail.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
Auto Phone 691.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, over
l.earnaial and Llndemann.
Room

tc

Bocks audited, statements prepared.
Improved systems installed. Twenty
years' experience. Satisfaction guaranteed. George H. Browne, 110 South
Second St., Albuquerque, N. M.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
J. R. FAR WELL
Civil Engineer.
Room

23. N. T,

Armilobulldlnr.

ARCHITECTS.
' "
F. W. SPENCER
V. O. WALLINGFORD
Architects.
Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Building.
Both 'Phones.
I'.N DF.RTAK EPS.
A. BORDERS- -

Clty Undertaker.
Black or white hearse, $5.00. Commercial Club Building. Auto telephone.
316; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

B. F.
Room

Ar-rie-

You will be il-Hi
d If rag buy a
piano from laarnard K llntlcmunn.
hat In worth sximctlilfig.

Plionc

nr

or weaned.

lo.

.lll- -t

five-roo- m

ISS.
WANTED- .- Heifer

iittis of Itaked Peans
lie
pkgv of H.
Pani ak- Hour.
lie
kgs
I
Force
26'
.'.
ijood
Jelly
of
2iir
classes
s large Mackerel
25c
3 cans Ruggr Corn
257 large boxc-25c
Matches
Special sale of men's and boys' suits.
t tha
ttig reduction on shoes.
lit Fits' I
isa North scisuut st.

And we will call and get those
yon have been thinking of having bound.
Do It now. Automatic

cot-tag-

on improved
WANTED To loan
ity real estate $4.000 to $5.000 at 8
par cent Interest, Address P. O. Box

4

tlir Rxcbanm niun.

m31

III.

lf

McSimcMcn.

bin--le-

Laborer?, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment OfS.
Automatic
fice, 315
First st.
tf
'phone 290.
WANTED
WANTED By a colored man. Position as cook in private family. Can
also do hottteWOrk, Address V. T. ('..
Journal,
nil
"WANTED
To borrow from $100
to $200. Will give good security o:
a.",
hoard and room. 114 John St.
I.aily
WANTED.
desires position
as housekeeper for widower on ranch.
Adijress A. B., Journal.
al
WANTED.
Hard working young
business man with capital seeks
Vñ prolltble enterprise.
Address E. Lang, 188 Russrll street.

ope-roo-

smith llnuiclwin.

FOR RENT.
J"FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for housekeeping, electric lights and
a
bath. 208 S. Amo.
FOR REM Mee l I Irtable
nished rooms, modern
r
al
820 S. Third street.
e
Five-rooorick
FOR RENT.
with modern conveniences, closj
In H. H. Tilton. room 19, Grant bldg.
brick
FOR KENT A
house, with bath and cellar, stables
Ar- S.
1118
and barns in connection.

MALE HELP WANTED
WANTED.- - Reliable map for general work. Including care of horses.
ACCOUNTANT.
Apply Dr. Cutter Banta Fe hospital, tf EN PE I IT ACCOUNTING

I

sl

1

IN ADVANCE

PAYABI--

six-roo- m

dis-aat-

.

FOR 3ALE Elegant new furniture,
corner S. Edith and Hazeldlne ave, tf
FOR SALE Good rubber tire buggy and harness. 518 S. Edith st. m31
FOR SALE. A good medium size
Iron safe. O. W. Strong's Suns
w
i
i... i
... Tco:iai I CYiu i VCiP
1.1,
PKJi.
( t y or ranch
new furnlsh- property,
a
.
i
i
r.. l.mHaii
...
nuuse.
euj rooming
mrot
iulowvh In
the city. Address F. .1, this office, tf
twin SAl.R Oarht Brahma eggs
for hatching. J. F. Palmer, 501 N.
if
First street.
FOR SALE Eggs from best lay
ing strains Minorcas, Leghorns and
Flshel's White Plymouth Rocks, $1.00
per setting. 909 N. Eleventh st. alO
FOR SALE Country store, includ
ing store, building 40x70 feet, store
fixtures, stock of general merchandise,
residence and forty acres of
patented land. Business will pay a
profit of three thousand to four thou
sand dollars a year. Owner is obliged
to sell and will state why to those interested. W. A. Heather, Cliff, N. M.
FOR PALE Small drug store in
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
tf
Broadway.
FOR SALE Eggs for hatching.
White Leghorn, 11.00 per setting.
S
1043 N. Eighth street
FOR SALE- - ftggS for setting, $1.00,
Barred Plymouth Rock. 210 North
ai
Walter.
FOR SALE 5,000 rhubarb plants.
IThe best In the land. Mann Bros. a3
FOB BALE 8ee McSpadden, the
Exchange Man, before you buy anything. He has over $1.000.000 worth
of houses, la ad, merchandise, etc..If
for sale. 3011 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Small stock of merT. L.
chandise at a bargain.
300 S. Broadway.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
s
at Albmiueiuue Carriage Co.
FOR SALE All lots In Coronado
place. T. I,. McSpadden. 300 South
"epadway.
FOR SALE. Buy a home on easy
payments. I have two snaps. T. L.
tf
McSpadden. 300 S. Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Ranches,
from $900 to $25.000. T. L. McSpad-denit
800 S. Broadway.
FOR BALE OR TRADE Two rooming houses. T. Ik McSpadden. 300 S.
Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Are you
Interested In mines. I have some said
to be good deals. Talk with me. T.
tf
L. McSpadden. 300 8, Broadway.
FOR SALE I have some good values In residence property. See me before you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
tf
South BroaJway.
L-

In

.

2.

:

of food.

3

tf

Hldg.

Meanwhile every penny received Is
ing applied to sustaining life, with
no deduction whatever for administration, not even for cabling the funds,
which our state department generously sends absolutely free, and thousands
of human beings owe the first ray of
hope which has crossed their dark
lives' for many weeks to the munlfl-'iin- "
of the American people,
In all the leading cities of Japan,
intense Interes! In the famine is displayed, and the eltlr.ons are actively
supporting the relief work by contri
buttons, it should i.e remembered,
however, thai th" whole country has
Buffered by 'he war. and that thu
same crop failure which bronchi
to twate, Mlyagl and Fukushl-m- a
provinces has i n r
through
out the whole empire, though 111 less
degree. Had this not beep the case,
the contributions from native sources
would have beep much larger,
Itev. J. II fioKon st, of the Sendal
missionary committee, to whom the
Christian Herald has recently sent
$1". 000. writes under recent date, urging those intending contributions to
the famine relief fund who have been
waiting lor the "supreme moment."
When the crisis of the famine should
be reached, to wait no longer. He says
"Now is the time. I do not care how
tip money gets to the dvlng people.
WO will put to speedy use every cept
that comes to us. pot the least fraction
of any gift being taken for distribution. Every cent goes to the poor In
the most lilting food. There Is no
DSl of transportation.
All that
ia
wanted is money. When we think of
or
ip" tens
tnouaanoa in this one province (Mlyagl), who are In bitterest
Want, our small picaps makes ope nl- -,
most frantic for Its Insufficiency." !!
continues:
"Two unspeakably bitter
months are right before us. w ith th- Whole region of death open.
God
bleas thoe who help ip this terrible
extremity:"
ReV, W II Smart, of St. Stephen's!
church. Fukushinia writes of the sit- uatlon In that province, that In many'
:of the famine sections, a meal known
las daugo Is served, which consists of
almost "anything that can be mixed
together." and is quite black. Mn this1
terrible stuff even the children are
fed. A similar state of things exteta
In other counties.
Dr. Smart Ip the
course oT a Jo'irney of Hi o miles, visited many villages. a friend had
placed
few hundred yen (a yep Is
forty-nin- e
renta), at his dlaposal, and
he purposed giving these children a
hot meil two or three times a week
m my cases or distressing
starvation
were found,
in one home a family
of seven lay in a
shed, op
Straw spread on the bare earth. Th"
aged father was a cripple, the mother
bllpd. There were three young grandfamily of seven
children.
Another
was found In a hole seven feet by six,
and four and one-hafeet high, dug
o n U thi htllsid".
A píaña of straw
matting served for a door. All were
so k.
These were samples of many
iinil ir as.'S.
"OtheM besides my- "If have found the same state of
thing"." writes the good pastor.

-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTbtMENTS

f

IE NEEDS OF

1

Look for the Big Globe
Sign on W. R. R. Ave

J.

CALENDARS!
CALENDARS:
Don't buy your calendars until you
have seen the Morning Journal's line.
A salesman will call o:i
In a few

).j

the old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure

fjjfefl

Fot

ROOFING
on your building and you will neve,
care bow hard i' rains or how hoi th
tun shines.
Anyone rao Bat It down.
rtdhw
dHáBb free Sample on request.
bW for ele by

borrad
aile
Agents.

S

Armllo Building

tf

180.

WANTED To exchange a goo.1
$1,800 business for city property. F.
L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and all trades supplied wltn
help on short notice.
Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 315 S. First
st.
Automate
'phone 290.
tf
LOST JV I Ef HJ Nl
FOUND.
Fur boa on '(laid avenue,
between 6th and 7th streets. Owner
can have same by calling at this office and paying for ad.
tf
LOST
Short fur boa.
outh of
Cold avenue on Arno, Edith or Coal
on Wednesday afternoon.
Finder will
please return to Miss Clayton and receive reward.

days.

COPP, D.
12. N. T.

company

(u Avenue
Albuquerque.
117
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If You Want the City to Own Its Own Waterworks
Vote for the Water Bonds
HUH
it
MISS

own work. There Is no visible effort
to Invite sympathy or respect for the
vengeful money lender; and yet there
is a magnificent pn'hos in his suffering that compels pity. It Is this aspect of the characti r that Charles B.
llanford emphasizes; It Is the phase
of "Shylock" that all great actors have
striven to portray. Mr. Hanfurd's production of this play Is regarded by
many critics as the crowning achievement of his unusua'ly active and uniformly prosperous career. Mr. Ban-for- d
Is now In the maturity of his artistic power. A man of splendid physique, personal magnetism and with
the graces in reading blank verse so
seldom met with on the modern stage,
is welcomed wherever he appears as
Would Be Handy in
one of the few actors who are com- Durham
petent to convincingly portray characters of this class. Shakespeare Is no
longer a mystery. He lias been taken
Bank Trial.
to the hearts of the present generation
with
affectionate enthusiasm. The
feeble efforts of the modem dramatist
have only served as guide posts to direct popular Intelligence to the master EITHER ILL OR FEIGNING
drama whose speeches always cintílate, whose Situations always ring
STAYS IN PASADENA
true and whose characters are Invariably human; as human today as they
were centuries ago. In "The Merchant
(Los Angeles Times.)
of Venice" occurs one of the greatest
of feminine characters, "Portia."
He
"Izzy" Durham, the quondam "Peerlnever pictured Woman except with ess Leader" of the corrupt Philadeladmiration ami respect but in Portia phia political gang,
sits during these
he ha.s embodied a higher Intellectual
type than in any other heroine. De- spring days alone in the sun parlor of
spite the mentality which enables her Hotel Oreen, l'asadena, a broken, deto confound the logic of those most jected, a senile, old man.
learned in the law, she Is a high exHe is surrounded by a system of esample of true womanhood. Miss Ma
to
rie Drofnah has played the part of pionage, established by himself,
Portia with such distinguished success keep the Inquisitive at a distance.
that her appearance in it Is hail",
All day he sits In the sunlight With
with deep Interest. She Is an actress his hat pallad down well over his face
y
who combines great power with deli- and a
look In his strong old
cate regnement and her conquest of eyes,
which used to Hash like an
popular and critical approval has been eagle's when he Issued orders from the
as complete as It was rapid.
throne room in Chestnut street, Phil-

IRII 10 GET
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ANALYSIS

Of KATHERINE
Talented Actress Gets Much
Amusement From the Part.

Enterprise

WILL APPEAR WITH HANFORD
IN ELKS' THEATER

TONIGHT

EX-BO-

Miss Marie Drofnah, the talented
leading lady of Mr. Charlea B. Han-lor- d
was recently asked to talk about
Catherine In "The Taming of the
Bhrew," In which she is to appear in
Klks' theater this evening.
Miss Drofnah has made a long study
of the part and as her opinions of the
"Shrew" differ quite radically from
(he well known views of Ada Rehan,
they will be Interesting to lovers of
I lis
the bard's comedies.
Miss Drofnah
Miss.
mid:
"l look upon Katherine as a thorLEADNG LADY WTH
oughly natural character, one who han
been spoiled In her childhood and alB. Hanford.
lowed to have her own way until It
becomes a matter of course not only
M L
with her, but with the entire house(' l.i:Di:s! CAMUrDARSI
I think she was high strung
hold.
Don't buy your calendars until you
and of a very nervous temperament,
have seen the Morning Journal's line.
but strong In mind and body; allowed
to have her own way so long that her
A salesman will call on you in a few
wilfulness has grown and grown to
(lays.
almost inordinate proportions, and the
line womanliness which I thoroughly
believe to be In her. is almost smoth- - more
difficult matter than one would
in a wnritpn
ink u
ii iI ' Jin Mi.,
but Mr. Jackson, by taking
crowd out the good things when al- - imagine,
principal
the
characters and incidents,
u
nas
nnc
niwoo
kiiiw unnmicMeu.
Introducing some Ideas of his
won victory after victory in her en- and
has constructed a play that has
counters with her family and her suit- own,
where-eve- r
ors. In fact most of her battles have been received enthusiastically
presented this season. The Hold-e- n
, been
more than half won before the
brothers have always been great
encounter, as the very reputation she factors
the dramatic field, a numbore caused terror in the heart of the ber of Intheir
attractions playing tha
adversary and made
her conquest Stair and Haviin
circuit this year.
much easier. She has intellectuality They consider What
Women
Will
of a rare quality, and a flashing wit
piece
of theatrical propHkiI Is only matched by Beatrice In Do" the best
erty
today,
and
public
before
the
women.
the others of Shakespeare's
spared no expense in making the
With all her temper, wilfulness and have
The scenic effects are
.vlnleime thni-- fa In hnr nnthinir rpnl- - production. every
In
detail, and the comly evil. She has great pride and loves perfect
pany the strongest presenting popuin iiiifiiillilie nil ttiounu ll I. 1 IM1B it. lar priced drama.
Press and public
women
my experience met several
been unanimous in declaring the
with this very kind of a temper which have
above
a perfect success.
is consequent upon pride and love of Managerattraction
Matson has secured the atdomination.
previous to their
one
week
for
traction
"Thus equipped Katherine encoun- departure fcr the east,
promises
ters Petruchlo, who has prepared a his patrons a play full ofand
heart Interplan of action by determining to sim- est, possessing all the elements
of a
Herod, or as Shakes- pastoral drama,
ply
many laughs
peare has himself put It. 'he kills her as a farce comedy.and has
In her own humour.' He being a man,
The Indianapolis News of August B,
has of course the greater physical 1904,
While much of the simstrength, and when this reach's iis plicity says:
of Charles Dickens was lost
limit and she recognizes his superior- in the play
"What Women Will Do,"
ity, she surrenders like a true soldier
muí her nrimlrntlon for her conquer a play founded on the novelist's "David
'which opened at the
or Is as great as her contempt has ParkCopperlleld,"
yesterday for a three days' engggggHy taS-a!mAl$
been for those defeated in the past. gagement,
Harry
Jackson, who is reshe Is
When she meets Petruchlo
sponsible
the
for
version,
dramatized
partly disarmed by his very appearin getting much of the true
ance ami she has to acknowledge that succeeded
on the stage. The show was
at least 'the man's a man." and she al color
pleasing from start to finish to the
once recognizes In him a worthy foe Park patrons.
and her mettle Is at the highest pitch.
David Copperfleld. the hero of the
At first she Is surprised by the famil- play.
little more than a supernum
iarity and apparent indifference and erary Is
In the play, the real action being
lis
the bluff manner of her suitor,
distinct sort of villain, Mam Peg- very first line almost takes her off agotty,
the rough young fisherman in
from anyher feet, it Is so different before,
exlove with Emily, the innocent young
thing she has eved heard
proCHARLES B. HANFORD AS "SHYLOCK.1
cept from herself, and then it wa3 womanofand forsakes him forIsthe
strang
Steerforlh when he
possibly mises
others who heard her, and to see
her- led to death by Ham Peggntty dur
Katherine was no less liable
the ing a storm off the coast of Yarmouth, by the applause yesterday afternoon
lined for Killing Dog.
self as others saw her than Heareholds
with a few other scenes, In which and last night. Prices, 35c, DOc. and
John Todd, of Bisbee, was found
women of the present day.
Dickens' story la deserted given the 75 cent.
guilty of killing a dog belonging to
the mirror up to her own nature and
the true melodramatic tlavor.
Mrs. C. M. McAlpine and fined $r.O In
at last makes her realize what she play
Micawbcr, waiting for something to HANFORD AND HIS COMPANY
Justice McDonald's court, together
must seem to others.
IN ALBUQUERQUE TODAY with the cost of the trial. Attorney
turn up, as played by Harry Jackson,
"I am Inclined to think that at the
try Is
Charles I!, llanford and Lis splendid J. W. Boss defended Todd. As soon
beginning Petruchlo ventured todevilas
helpless
story,
as
in
Just
the
with
the sentence was passed, Attorney
his mettle with her out of pure
a high opinion of his own ability" and company will appear In IClks' theater as
try and love of adventure, but being
of Boss served notice on the court he
in
this
"The
Merchant
afternoon
proper
a
regard
Infor
the
Mlcawber
keen
would take an appeal to the district
a man of wonderful wit and
evening In "The court.
In family, Daniel Peggntty. the uncle of Venice" and this
A bond for $100 was asked
telligence he recognized at once
Is
Emily
liked
charity
for
his
termln-eand
his
Taming
of
The
the
Shrew."
advance
and
Kate her high qualities
of gold, and the sneaking I'rlah sale for both performances has been and furnished.
heart
that
In
her
good
to bring out the
Heap ever so humble, who, during the exceptionally large.
If MM need a carpenter telephone
had lain dormant and hadof been almos final scene Is foiled In true Sherlock
No character In a play is a greater
Auto Phono 580.
tempej-ansmothered by the weeds won
by
Holmes
fashion
Micawber, is pre- favorite with players than "Shylock"
vicpride; and when he has
sented
with
the
touch
of
the original. in "The Merchant of Venice."
lllty of
CALENDARS)
The
CALENDARS!
tory the true sweetness and hnobwith
a The scenic effects of the show
are character Is a strange study and apDon't buy yoir calendars until you
blossoms for
her character
good,
parts
well
played.
and
the
adpears
The
at first glance to represent have seen the Morning Journal's line.
impetus. He wins her
one that will please the Park some of the cases where an author A salesman will call on you in n few
miration an lve until she almos show Is patrons,
as
was
theater
demonstrated
failed
to renllze the greatness of his days.
almost
sees with his eyes. He has
hypnotized her and she is perfectly
or
vmhtg to say the sun Is the moon
husband
r a green cheese, if herforcedher
says so. not because he has learned to
has
to It but because she and
he has won
honor and respect him
119
Gold
heCOhnaveebeeen much amused when
effect
to notice the
on th.
tV-Sfíg- i .... nt the ñaíuredly, the
while others
HUo It good
sentiment
are nulte Indignant at .the

Marie' Drofnah.

J

Mr.Charles'

i
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out-Her-
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Ilc-solilc-
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West
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husband's
Is a

BACK TO

Sows as in that perform-ínc- e
very frequent occurrence. In

Ave.

far-awa-

adelphia.
But over the summits of the mountains he peers for hours as though
trying to pierce the three thousand
miles between his quiet abode and the
in
scenes of strife and excitement
Pennsylvania caused by an Investigamation into the doings of the old
chine.
By ever method available he keep
his feeble hand on the pulse of events
in the Keystone state.
Hardly a minute In the day passes without a telegram or letter, or eastern and local
newspapers being handed to Durham.
Ills brother, Thomas Durham, about
ten years younger, Is his sole ImmediNo other Is permitted
ate attendant.
to be within speaking dislance of (he
of Pennsylvania.
ex-bo-

( nil Mini in Vain.

For Durham, the tower of strength,
the virile man who swept, opposition
away from his path as chaff by the
wind, the man who learned his politics
under the tutelage of the late Matt
Quay, is a very sick man, broken in
body and in spirit.
Hack In Pennsylvania they say Durham Is not sick, but is feigning Illness
to show cause for his continued
from thai state.
Ills henchmen, caught In the meshes of the law. cry out for their "Peer
less Leader" to come to their assistance. They say that If only "Iz" would
come back he could straighten out all
the trouble.
Durham hears their cry, but only
moves from the Creen to some other
hotel in this section. One month ago.
when trie importunities from the east
became too persistent, Durham suddenly left the Creen.
His objective
point was Arrowhead Springs. The
telegraph wires and malls, however,
reached him
there and again lie
ab-sen-

moved.
He cried out to be let alone and removed to Ivywlld, where he remained
two weeks.
In Philadelphia
and Hntrlsburg,

Pa., they were singeing the hair from
the members of the old political gang
of subordinates and they cried anew
for the assistance of Durham.
The aged man only writhed In his
chair and answered not.
Might Scalier Clouds.
In Pittsburg and Allegheny, where
the thousands of depositors of the
wrecked Knterprlse bank call down
curses upon the heads of the state
gang which looted the bank, Durham
Is mentioned.
If Durham would only return to the
Keystone state, there are many who
say all or the perplexing questions or
the two big cities would be cleared
away.
But Durham will not go hack.

Hll

attending physicians, three In number, say he cannot leave this climate
for some time If ever.
One physician says one thing Is the
trouble, and another says something
else. All differ as to the physical ailment In detail, but all agree that
V. Durham Is n nervous wreck,

tht memSStl!Tt

realí;

annoyed for he sud aenry
rAoUPmradnaVt,ng his hat he said

ÍS
ISRítC;
mfnd
must have a
you

.

Vup my
very good

disposition of a very bad one.
"What Women Will Do."
P'.ny J1"
HarrJack"""
seen at the Elks' theater. Tuesday.
sacmelodramatic
April 3. It Is the
a
The play is not
res of the season. the1
sugstory
dramatisation, but
gested by Charles Dickens great anovel.
play
To write
' David Cupperfleld."
from any of Dickons' works I a much

coyote

mm

WATER SHPPLT

self.

Power OroFcatlmatcd
His power was overestimated, while
man. lived
Quay, the really "big"
and when Quay died the crash came.
Is Now F
Durham was unable to hold togeth- The Water
er the wonderful political machine
which Quay and he had bullded. In
the western portion of the state
Developed.
arose, and the Insurgents orDurham
ganized.
In Philadelphia
had Weaver elected mayor of the City
of Brotherly Love, and the Brat big
ONLY TWO RUNNING SPRINGS
mistake was made,
Like a bombshell came the fight
franchise,
gas
over the $7r,n00,000
IN THE ENTIRE AREA
whereby the city's gas works were to
he sold to a company for a tithe of
their enormous value. The people
arose In arms and found a leader in To the Bdltor of the Morning Journal.
Weaver.
Having read the article 111 this evenKxposuro after exposure followed, ing's Citizen In regard to the furnishand Durham raalgned his office as ing to the city if Albuquerque of a
insurance commissioner of the state supply of pure mountain water at four
and went to the Oatskllls. where he cents per thousand gallons, from Coyrefused himself to all. The wave of ote canyon, we wish to state fads conreform in Pennsylvania grew In size, cerning the water supply of Coyote
and a reform state treasurer was canyon. The supply of running water
elected.
in Coyote canyon Is extremely limited
Political Scandal.
It seems Impossible that such an
Then the Enterprise bank in Alie- - and
amount of water as is Indicated can
gheny failed, and the crack of the re- he piodiiced from two or more wells,
volver which ended the life of Cashier as the correspondent
of the Citizen
T. Lee (Mark opened the doors of one
has no running water of any kind on
of (he greatest political scandals. In his place.
II also seems queer that
volving the deposit of $1,030,000 of
person can produce any kind of
state funds in a little, obscure bank, said
from the two wells
of only about water he wishes
which had a capital
which he owns. From one well he
1200,000.
us that he can produce mineral
It developed that this Institution tells
water, and from the other well which
h.nl been the fodder crib Mr the smalis only a few teet away, he says ha
ler politicians of the state. Their notes an produce WATF.lt THAT H AS M
Mini papar were found there In stacks.
MINERAL IN IT, OR PURE MOUNThe roots of the scandal reached up TAIN WATER.
senStates
I'tiited
and involved
There are only two springs In Coya tor.
ote canyon that have running streams,
Durham then left the Patskllls and one of Which Is owned by Mr. Mellton
came to Pasadena.
'haves, and the other by tht Harsch
The arrest, during tin last few days, Bottling works, and the supply from
of some of th
iffliiali of this bank these two springs would he wholly Inhas caused the renewal of talk of an adequate for the purpOte outlined by
effort to get Durham back to Pennsyl- the correspondent of the Citizen. Evvania.
ery effort has been made to develop
A state legislative Investigating comfurther running springs In this canDursubpoena
to
moved
mittee has
yon without success.
man
old
one
it
all
through
ham, and
The well referred to by the Citiwith bowed head and nerveless hands, zen's correspondent as having PUM
of the Pasadena
slls In the
mountain water In It has a windmill
hotel. (Uerulously asking to be let pump that draws the water to the
alone.
surface. The mineral well has a
forte pump att if bed to raise the w
To Pardon Hoid-Uter.
KfTorts are now being made by a
We
have boon located In Coyote
number of Cochise county residents canyon for many years and h ive InCovernor Kibhey a vestigated the water resources
lo secure from
It is best fur the public
to
pardon for Jamea Shorten, who Is
a sentence at the Yuma peni- visit the canyon and look the situation
by
to be misled
tentiary of ten years for an alleged over, rather than cahnot
he luMKam
tatémenla which
part In the hold -- Up of a Douglas saloon and gambling hall about two dated.
Yours ruly.
years ago.
THE HARSCH BOTTLING WORKS.
Albuquerque, March no.
Afflicted with Rheumatism.
"I was and am yet afflicted with
Would Form "O'Neill Outa."
rheumatism." says Mr. J. C. Bayrn,
M. J. Hlckey. member of the O'Neill
editor of the Herald, Addington, Incommission, Is
dian Territory, "but thanks to Cham rough rider monument
of a letter from John Burns,
berlain's Pain Balm am able once in receiptsuperintendent
at Morenol,
more to attend to business. It Is the railroad suggests
that the commission
If troubled with which
best of liniments."
Initiative In forming O'Neill
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial take the
the different cities and towns
and vou are certain to be more than clubs in territory,
for the punióse of
the
pleased with the prompt relief which of
funds lor the erection of the
It affords.
One application relieves raising
monument, in addition to the $10.000
the pain.
For sale by all druggists. appropriation
of the Inst legislature.
donation of SKI was enclosed.
IF VOl WANT A GENUINE MIN- A Mr.
formerly superintenwas
Bums
ERAL WATER DUINk HARSCH'S
Verde and Pacific
( OYOTF.
ITER, TIM'- BEST ON dent of the United
and a prominent politician of
I'MK MARKET.
I'HOVi: A I 'TO Ha. railroad
He was also a gn at adCOM). IS.
BEE THAT VOL GET this county rough
rider captain, and
mirer of the
Till'. YELLOW LABEL.
s anxious
that southern Arizona
The vcrv best of Knnsns Cltv neef should assist the friends of the deceasanil mutton at I mil Klclnwort's. 112 ed In the north In the way of raising
ubscrlntlons to the fund. Prescott
Nnrdi Third street.
,

i
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Journal-Mine-

Administrator's Not le
In the mailer of the Kstate of F.
II. Twist, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the unof the aa- dersigned, administrator
tate of F. H. Twist, deceased, has filed
of Bernalillo
In the probate court
county, a final report of all his acts
and doings as such administrator, and
the 8nid probate court h is fixed Monas
day. May 7, A. D. 1906.
upon which nil objections to the
said report and final account may be
heard and the application of undersigned to he discharged as such administrator may be disposed of.
All parlies In Interest are require I
to take notice accordingly.
lb-d- ay

S. C.

JACKSON.

Administrator.

r.

Don't Porgci (he Millinery Opening at

Mr.

ncrdale's.

On Friday afternoon and Saturday
of Ibis week". March 30 and It, Mrs.
D. D. Coverdale will have on display
In her millinery par'ori, 220 West
Cold avenue, a new and up to dale
line of spring and summer millinery.
There Is a splendid line of Paris and
American patterns to be seen at th1
opening as well ns the very latest

things In street and tailored hats. A
cordial Invitation la attended to all the
m3l
ludles to attend this opening.
Do yon want to get into n outness.
Small capital required. See M Spml-deS. Brum!
the Exchange HUM
tC
way.

122 So.

Second St.

Outfitters for Men and Boys
BEG to announce to our customers and the public in general that our new
.11
.1
T
11
1IT .ik-ovfi
er
bpring stock ot bhoes has arrived. In it you will tina tne celebrated
$3.50 Shoe, the well known Stetson Shoe at $5.00, $5.50 and
Tans will be worn this
$6.00, and the old reliable J. (SL M. Shoes at $5.50.
é

?nU

THE TRUTH ABOUT

Mat-the-

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

ME

became v'ery

through worry, and that he will never
be the same man.
was not a
Five years ago there
healthier-lookin- g
man In Philadelphia
of
face, With
Buddy
than Durham.
that famed terra cotta coloring; with
heavy mustache, erect carriage and
y
firm tread, he took orders from
Stanley Quay and ruled Philadelphia with an Iron hand. He wrested the dictatorship from the hands of
"lloss" Dave Martin, and at one time
threatened the throne of Quay him-

season.

1

11.1 n

We have them in oxfords or high cuts at $3.50 to $5.00.

wH

Calí and see the Largest and 'Best StocK. in the Territory

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAC.
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DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. UACPHRRSOK. President.
H. B. HENINO.

Entered ss

second-clas-

M

Larger circulation than any other uimi- - In New Mexico.
Mexico iwed every day In the year.

Not

In

4J

March

The only paper

"The Morning Journal ha- - a higher circulation rating thnn is accorded
in Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico."
The
American
uiumt Directory.
$5.00
SO

NKW MEXICO

MR

MORNING,

II 31.

I90.
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OTE
ill

r. sane man who expects to vote upon
TAKK
f"r granted that
the bond propowltloi nexi Tuesday desires to have his vote counted
promote the public interest. In the heal of
LjJP on the si. 1.' that will
political excitement men charge one another with a desire to
s."rlfiee the public int. rest for the benefit of Home ring or gang, but tho
men who make theae charges do not believe them in their calmer moments,
because such a course would not be h.i r.nteristic of the American voter, and
would be discreditable to American manhood. Hence we assume that every
man will do what he believed Is right. And it la equally safe to assume that he
will also Improve every opportunity within his teach to Inform himself upon
the subject, ao ns to be properly qualified to Judge between the right and
the wrong side.
To all such voters WC niot earnestly command the calm, able- and dispassionate communication from Mr. Prank W. I'lan.y, which appears elsewhere
Mr. Clancy is simply a
in this Issue of the Journal.
Impartial
raaaTinir. who doesn't lose Ins head. If he should permit his personal feelings
in the matter to warp bis Judgment be would be very positively opposed to
the purchase, but he knows that opposition to a measure in the Interest ot
the public, actuated by such reasons, would not be creditable to a man's
Intelligence, and hence he leaves personal feelings out of the question and
deal with the subject from the only proper standpoint, namely that of the
best interests of the people uf Albuquerque.
Mr. Clancy calls, particularly, tor Information on the subject, and as
there are hundreds of other men in the City whose minds, we believe, are in
the same condition, they will read his remarks with a considerable degree
--

le-s-

clear-minde-

of personal Interest.
The gentlemen of the voter ompany. too, if they are wise, and real!:
want to sell, may gather some hints from the letter which they might act
upon in the Interest of the public, and possibly to their own advantage. The
Journal has reason to positively know tli.it the water plant as it is now. In 111 0
hands of the company, is a good paying enterprise, and that in the hands ol
the city it would pay a good deal better, because the company has to pay ti
per cent upon the capital Invested while the city could get the same money
for 4 per cent. Mid thus cut off one. thud from the principal Item of expense.
Hut all this, with a good deal more, Is clearly set forth over Mr. Clancy's
signature.
In this connection it Is proper for us to explain that the communication
In question was written for the Evening ClttMn, and given to that paper, by
Mr. Clancy. gilder an assurance tli.it II would be published an aasuratu B,
however, which has not yet materialised, and lince the matters and things
dealt with In the letter would be of no interest or value to the public after
the election. Mr. Clancy kindly permitted us to take copy of the same, which
we present to our readers this mottling. It is very easy to see why the
f'ltisen did not print the letter: Mr. Clancy t ikes a fair, unprejudiced view
of both sides of the question, and that's a rank violation of the narrow fa liga
principles upon which our evening contemporary 'H conducted.

f

e

ViJ4Ín of the War Cloud
jaOTort THE dissipation

ol the wai cloud thai hung over the Algeclra
deliberations the priman cred seems due to the kaiser, just .is tic
discredit attached to him for creating the cloud. The crisis was the
result of his somewhat rough Insistence that Prance should recede
at his dictation from a Moroccan poli, y long announced and acquiesced in
by the other European powers, m ludlng Qertngny. When the kaiser, on
nocount of the isolation In which be found himself com luiled to withdraw
p..
If there Is an outside power
his demands the crisis, of corns.
entitled to praise for the adjustment thai pov ir, strange as it may seem, is
Itusala. but ft short time ago In need "f simllai service, When Hussla openly
and pointedly announced that she would bohj s to France as "g loyal ally."
thus setting at rest the reports thai bar foreign office had fallen under
German dominion, it became Inexpedient for Germany further to challenge
European opinion. With what gr
he QOUid command the kaiser disn riding, and the French foreign
mounted from the high home he had
office, by concerting on mlnoi matters, held tha stinup as n alight, d.
So far as the American delegation, which has properly played the role
of aloofness, took part in the fln.ii negotiation 1 it was merely to place before
Ihe conference proposals
ia.n.ii i: g. This role of Intermediary
agent was hlgly honorable, but it was b) do means decisive.

mm

I

oth.-iwi---

He didn't suggest Mayor McClellan
AND now Judge Parker denk - It
for president, and he didn't gt uta Mr. Roosevelt of Insincerity in th"
deliverance about another term in the White House. We should all lie glad
to accept the statement, for It relieve! a distinguished man of a heavy
The reported suggestion aa to Mayor McClellan was quite
responsibility.
absurd, and the reported hargo as to Mr. Roosevelt quite offensive.
Hut the
Judge lets his compliment to the south stall I. And very properly. He Is
greatly In her deht. and as compliments are his only coin so far as she is
eoncerneil he should not he niggardly uith them. Uesldes, they are not
at all likely to mlsleud her. The south kiiou the situation quite as well as
Judge Parker does, and has no thought of putting her oar in where it could
not poaslbly do her any good. The south and the Judge understand each other
pretty well. Washington Star.

IF A MAN were cast on a desert Island.'' tayi Just,, a Harlan of the
Unite.) States supreme court, "and had the Bible, Shakespeare and the Congressional Record, he would have all the reading matter he wanted." Just
to. Hut did It never occur to the Judge what a terrible fix the fellow would be
In If he hould happen to mislay his copj of the Congi cusioual Record '.'
'

A BILL has been Introduced Into the Rhode Inland legislature making it
possible for any person to secure a divorce In that state on any ground
whatever. If it bee ornes i law, i itieq of Little Rhody will And It necessary
to step outside of the suite to change his wife Just as he now does to Chang
his shirt.- - Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
en

a

A

non-unio-

man

n

In

TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
ESTATE 8ECURITY AT LOW
KATES OF INTEREST.
FOR RENT.
House on 8. Arno st.. and furniture
for sale.
house. East st., 12.00.
X. Arno. $8.00.
room furnished.
ladging house. $45.00.
- room brick house. 311 S. Arno. $12.
brick house with bath. Baca
av.. 2f.,00.
house, furnished. Baca av.,
$20.00.
frame house, S. Third St.. $30.
- room brick, with bath. $22.50.

MONET

Chicago will

as

none but union coffins are allowed
,
Interment.

J:

1

3-

BALK.

Four acres of land In the city limits,
with good house and stable, fruit
The American Tract society now
trees, etc., In a fine location.
publishes tracts In bne hundred and
house on West Coal av.; up
sixty-thre- e
languages
We have the
to date, $3.000.
heathen on the run.
r,ot on West Gold av.. near Sixth st.
as
Corner Iron nv. and Edith st.,
house: modern: lot 75x142 feet: fine
The gas pipe method may he nil
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
right In Its way, birt it's feared some
property will be sold cheap if taken
of the voters of Albuquerque will reat once.
"
fuse to be gas piped.
Fine lot near Twelfth st.. on Tijeras
road at a bargain.
The public Is requested to consider- Seven room frame house on a corner
in
ately refrain from making any
with bath.
Lot 60x
142; In n fine location. $1,700.
Inquiries as to what became
House
on
and
lot
South Second it, beof the Citizen's kalameln calliape.
tween Lead and
x avenues, at a
bargain.
According to thtr most accurate retwo
huse,
blocks from
ports four wells, which have recently
with two lots. House well
been sunk In Coyote Canyon, are still
furnished. This property Is In one
waiting patiently for the rains to fill
of the best locations In this city,
them.
and Is for sale at $5,500.
house, North Fourth stieet,
It is appalling to contemplate what
with 3 lots 75
will become of the people If the gov-- i
feet, near In.
Price, $3, 00.
runic n lorblds the use of the mails
to the manufacturers of spring blood Lots on North Fourth street.
purl Here,
Brick house and jot on West Coal
ave.; 5 reoms,
$2.600.
A court has made the astonishing
Rrlck house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
decision that lanltors are human. Most
North Second street,
peiqde who have had experience with
price, $2,650.
the species will attest that they are
brick house, nenrN new, modinhuman.
ern improvements, at $3,150, on
North 4th street.
Admirers In Shiriey, Mass., have
sent Speaker Cannon four pairs of - room house, Coal avenue. $2.700.
brick house, Tijera avenue;
Eviinbroldered silk suspenders.
modern, fine location; $3,300.
dently there is a fear in some quarhouse, furnishe-i- ,
good legaters that t'nele Joe will go straight
tion, $1150.00.
up.
frame In one ef the beet
locations on Broadway at a barThey are now telling a fairy tale of
gain: modern
a worn in who was bitten by a worm
house,
South Edith
and rec eived the gift of prophecy. It
street; fine location; $1,900.
is aptly suggested that somebody belhouse on North Second street.
ter turn a lot of them loose In the
In good repair; $1,550.
weather bureau.
"
Three hundred and twenty acre ranch,
If i
grafted fruit trees,
hav alfalfa,
A West
Virginia bride took Her
good buildings, etc.
honeymoon trip on a wagon loaded Seven-rooframe, three lots N. Third
St.. $2,700.
with forty quarts of nitro glycerin. In
brick house. S. Third St..
after pears the husband will wonder
$3.000: reasonable terms.
how he ever happened to let such a
BUSINESS
CHANCES.
golden opportunity go by.
flood ranches near the city for sale
prices.
at
reasonable
Mrs. Susan Tyson, of San Francisco-sin- e lire insurance. House
for Rent.
being thrown from a moving
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, and
entire charge taken of t.roncrtr for
street car has entirely lost her memresidents nnd
ory.
Which leads to the conclusion
that those Standard Oil magnate must IE. H. DVNBAR H CO
be fatally subject to trolley accidents.
Corner Gold Avenue and Third Street.
Tucson is getting chesty over the
fact that it Is older than Santa Fe.
Come of' your perch. Santa Fe still
has Ihe Almanac and beside this
old anthropological curiosity
municipal antiquity sinks into Insignificance.
;n

ii

post-offic-

Six-roo-

'

r

m

Six-roo- m

NO

The Roawell Record says that no
member of the city council down there
claims to he a hydruullc onginoer or
a water works expert.
That's unfortunate. Probably the local city council could arrange to loan Dr. Harrison for a few days.
Brooklyn public libraries have now
placed Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn
on the list of the 'unlit." That must
be a comfprt to Mark Twain In his
OJO age.
When It comes to prolonged
and intense, propriety Brooklyn has
Boston in the buck row.
The elderly a'nd somewhat oslfled
relic of antedeluvian
times In the
ancient pueblo of Santa Fe. commonly
says that
to
as
Almanac,
relcied
the
once In a while the Albuquerque Journal Is a source of amusement.
Hut
Max's laugh sounds a trifle forced.
"Forty Hohoes Wanted" was the
displayed hy the enterprising
proprietor of a Kansas City employment uMncy. And he couldn't understand whin a hunch of honest Ihhor-inf- f
men looking for a Job came along
and reduced the sign to kindling wood.
sign

A scientist has announced that as a
result of painstaking experiments he
has at last succeeded in seeing the
SOU of a rat.
Now that the existence
of the rodent's spiritual essence has
dellnltely
been
determined there Is a
friendly rivalry among the religions
enontattOtM as to who shall send the
first mislsonnry to the rats.

Skilled physicians have asserted of
late that mental activity is conducive
to longevity. If that is true the New
Mexican feart that the powers behind
the Albuquerque Fakir Journal are not
long for this mundane sphere. The
Almanac.
Which also explains why the editor of the Almanac has been a dead
one for the last ten years.
His Little Itlurr.
She was such a pretty girl
That I wondered why the

IS NOT ONE OF THE LARGEST DRUG STORES WEST
OF ST. l.i H IS. HUT IT IS
ONE
THE

ALBUQUERQUE IS NtT ONE
CITIKS
of THIS. LARGEST
ST. LOUIS
WEST of
EITHER, BUT its ONE of
THE BEST.
WE CAN

'i LI

I

FlU.
Tl NS
t

AND

LY

YOUR PRE-s- i
ACCURATEDELIVER THEM

T II

TWELVE-YEAR-OL-

D

2

West End Viaduct
Auto. 'Phone 474

25c a dozen

cakes for 5c

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Ruining Association

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

217 WEST RAILROAB AVENUE.
Antonia tic 'Phone 721.

117 West Railroad Avenue.

Blue Front.

Both Phones

EIRE INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

DO YOU WANT A SMALL FARM?

LOANS

Automatic Phone 451
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

location the
best, ID minutes' walk from the street
ear. on the main acequia, no better
si il to be had in any part of the valley. Part In fruit, balnnco in alfalfa.
Owner is leaving and It must he sold.
Terms can be arranged if desired.

We have one, close In,

WOOTTON & MYER
Dealers in Real Estate
Third Street

123 South

9 lots well
located in the Fourth
ward S2,0OO.UO for the bunch.

WE HAVE FOR SALE
A few small ranches, ranging from
three; to ten acres each; all under
ditch nnd under high state of culti-

W. P. METCALF

vation.

Also, desirable lots In the different ad-

"Votary Public, Insurance, Bonds,

ditions to the city.

Money

to Loan.

831 Gold Avenue

We have several small cottages, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

Colo. Phone. Black 144

I N. Peeich & Co. I

s

REAL ESTATE

t

Baldridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

J.

as

STORAGE!

;
Í

e. BALDRIDGE

405 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

THE

SECURITY

STORAGE!

WAREHOUSE

COMPANY

safely keep your PIANO. FURN-TURTRUNKS, VEHICLES.
MACHINERY and any
rtlcle, largo or small, for any length
f time, In their new nnd
toragu warehouse!
nt reasonable
ates. .Money Loaned on goods stored.
Ori'ICES: GRANT It LOCK
ROTH PHONES

VIII

Cratuit
Studio

Reynolds New Huildiug
alorado Phone, Block SO
East Railroad Avenue

Opp.
(

i'A

By?

Brunswick

POOL

The finest place In the city to
spend your Idle hours.

Wagons

To-

A.

J. LOVE, Prop.
m:: S.

First St.

Gussaroff
Proprietor.

STAR FURNITURE

GO.

214 Gold Ave nue
THOS. F, KELEHER

Viralshit

YOU CAN'T GET AWAY
from the fact that Electric Light Is
the most brilliant, steady and economical Ulumlnunt extant, to say
not hi or. "f
the absence of heat,
smoke, smell and danger. If you're
Interested In lighting; and tho fixtures therefor, It's to your interest
to see us soon.

All klndfi nf m;ll work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

Auto phone 463

M.

j

Putney
Mitchell

OFFICE

DESKS
AND CHAIRS
All Kinds HOUSE

FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

First National Bank

CLEANING DAY COMES
you will find a very sound and force-abl- e
reason why a tiled bath room, u
porcelain lined tul) and open plumbing Is much to he preferred to the old
style den of filth and disease, palled
by favor only a bath room. If you
are a landlord you will find your
houses rent easier with modern open
plumbing. If you own your own home
you will find Increased comforts and
convenience will amply repay the outlay, and you will also find that we
will do the necessary plumbing cheaper and better than anyone else.
We also carry the best line of Oar-de- n
Host to be found in the city.
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Auto. 'Phone 671
Bel!. Pd 28!
412 West Railroad Ave.. Alhuqueroue

Wholesale
Grocer
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
for

bote then,

WHEN

Albuquerque
Planing Mill

PARLORS
Ri'itnds of Cigars nnd
bacco SlWByl on hand.

cost is small. We

ALBUQUERQUE. N. U.

BILLIARD

Best

the

Established 1878

Agent

&

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
Is n necessity and

Children's Photos a Specialty
Auto Phono 320

L. B.

IIO.OOO In

A

Retail

FINE TOILET SOAPS

A. E. WALKER

E

I

It OH Him.
brief sermon on "Jonah" was that

A

PROMPTLY.

d,

What

rest.

of

chtuapi

Hut when they arose to go
I understood you know.
In a trice
Why he had been such a bore.
For I saw upon the floor

Whnlasalft

Pharmacy

On Its way.

Then

Moquette

Notary Public

Office: 208'í W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phono 335
iiMAMii,
siiaij.Mj.wA
a

churl

With a queen.
Dainty, winsome, natty, neat,
Dancing-eyeattractive, sweet.
There beside him on the seat
All serene.

and

Morayo

SPECIALSPECIAL

110 W. Gold Ave.

muí ii

Didn't pay
More attention to the maid
There he sat and nothing saul
While the crowded I'ullman sped
i pronounced
him king of
To sit silent In the dumps

Rugs,

J. D. EMMONS

Dealers

A
Indian lad has based some oil land to the
tho colored brethren of "be- Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap Robes,
cash and tino i week royalty. The untu- of one of war,"
who said:
fore the
ts
evidently becoming a fiction of the past. Philadeltored mind of the Indian
Rorse Blankets, Eto
"It rihn't matter whnt sort of a fish
U was flat swaMowed Jonah.
fact
Ie
phia Press.
remains it sho' got him!" Atlanta
Constitution.
RI'NAU-VARILLhas written a long letter to the president
PHILIPPE
Paints, Oils and
o Relief In sight.
of the "Straits of Panama." but Senator Morgan Is still busy trying to locate
"These editors are hard to please."
"What's the matter now?"
Palmetto Roof Paint Lasts Fhe Tears
the crooks of Panama. Washington Post.
"They used to send back my stuff
and Etops Leaks.
because they couldn't read It."
"ASIA for the Asiatics" may boeome as reasonable as some more famillnr
"You ought to get a typewriter."
Cosh Paid for Hides nnd Peta.
"I did. nnd now they send It hack
for the Boxers" shall have been popularised.
Occldental slogans, after H
because they can rend ltt What's a
408
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
New Tort Commercial.
'"
to
do
fellow

A

$3.50 and up.

5-

hadn't seen before
Grains of rice!
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
Hospitality.
"Alas:'' sighed the tramp. "I'm hungry and sore;
8O1TH Dakota will take off It hat to California after this. Whatever
Is there no one to pity my plight?"
cried the dog as he sharpreputation It may have achieved as a lightning dispatcher in the divorce "Oh. yes."
ened his teeth.
business must seem slow beside the
record of n San Francisco
come In and I'll give you a bite."
Baltimore American.
rourt. Han Francisco Chronicle.

Standard company for

Smyrna

patterns,

Cor. Goal and 2nd St
Colo. 'Phone. Red 177

PORTERFIELD GO.
Money to Loan

All-wo- ol

;.ii'Ajrui!ijfl

SAME LOCALITY.
KASY TERMS.

e,

m

yard lengths, pei

9x12 Axminlster
Rugs, $25.00 and up.

WE HAVE JUST PICKED CP
AnOUT FORTY SNAPS IN"
LOTS, WHICH WE CAN" SELL
YOU
LHSS
FOR
MONET
THAN YOU CAN EVER BUY
LOTS FOR AGAIN
IN THE

4-

POit

--

Lace Curtains, Irish Point,
length, per pair, 12.65 and up.
Pole Portieres, each, $2.85 and up.
Tapestry Portieres, each, $2.50 and
upwards.
ntj

X.

Six-roo-

Mr. Clancy's Letter
ii

WKW

As long as New Mexico has the
so long will Xew Mexico prove
formidable competitor of Pompeii

00 be unwise to die Just atg present,

ALBUQUKRgl
SATURDAY

REAL : ESTATE
TELEPHONE

stands (or Utterance,
Made by the Squeak;
Wouldn't It make you feel
Awfully weak?

and Egypt.

I'l.RMK OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, by mall, one year in advance
Daily, by carrier, one month
Daily, by mail, one month

Lace Curtains, 3
pair, 75c and up.

COLUMN

"I.lar" warbles the Almanac. Showing that Max is still able to sit up and
.
take notice.

to any other paper

Seasonable Suggestions

ÜDUNBAR'8

THE EASY AI.IMI (BET.

W. S. BURKE. Editor.

matter at the postofflce at Albuquerque, N. M..
S, 1ST. '

s

under art of congres of

City Editor.

bv he

Saturday. March 31, 1906.

..

Y

Motors and Dvnamos for everv
Industrial aervlce. Let us esti
mate on your requirements.
THE

Agents for The General Electlc
Co.
t'o. and Crocker-Wheeler

I

sot tiiwi:sti:r

ELECTRIC AND
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

.
4eee4e44ess!
I Bhe RIO GRANDE LUMBER
COMPANY I
X
I
S.sh

Paint and Glass
Contractors' Material

and Doors

THIRD da MARQUETTE

Both Fhoneg

Saturday. March 31.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

I96.

you
If
warn to
rum

BACA

Want the City to Oten IU OtvnfVatertvorKf
Vote for the XXater Bonds
DEFENDS

AGIST

ACTION

FORESTS

PROGH AM OF MATINEE KACF.S AT T 15 ACTION PARK, GIVEN BY THE
GENTLEMEN'S DRIVING ASSOCIATION, SUNDAY, APRIL 1, 1UO0.
Oong sounds for the- first rnce at 3 o'clock shnri.
Heats, Two In Tim e.
Race No. 1 1:20 Trot Half-.Mil- e
DHIVEK
HOUSE
OWN Kit
McOinty
R. H. Oreenleaf.
R. H. Greenleaf
W. L. Trimble
Jos. Barnett.
.Nimble Jim
W. L. Trimble.
Dr. D. H. Carns
Walter N
Boone
Emtl Mann.
fimll Mann
Race No. 2 1:20 Pace Half-MlHeats Two in Three.
Fairy Fern
F. B. Luchslnger.
,F. B. Luchslnger
.Huntington
,Huntington.
Crlssetta
T. J. Shinlck.
T.
Hallie
J. Shinlck
John Henry.
Cocello
Otto Borger
II
Race Xo. 3
Heats, Two In Three.
Pace Half-Mil- e
Daniel J
T. S. Hubbell
James Johnston.
Mozelle
W. L. Trimble.
W. L. Trimble
Shecam
Jake Levy-RacJake Levy
No. 4 Trot for Colts
Hall- - Mile Heats, Two In Three.
Marcella
W. L. Trimble.
Jake Levy
Trbtle
Anderson
Anderson.
Independence
T. .1. Shinlck
,T. J. Shinlck.
Dan Marrón
H. J. Trotter
H. J. Trotter.
Higgle Haggle
.E. W. Murphy.
E. W. Murphy.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY
'

CHARLES

RESERVES

V.

MALLET

-

'

-

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW

Capital and Surplus,

MEXICO

$100,000.00.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

lc

ON

nm

MORNING JOURNAL!,

Free-For-A-

Kursery

at

Fort

Bayard Denies

That Arrest

Was

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
of Albuquerque,

e

an Important

One.
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of leaving a technicality for the En- club held a meeting last night in th
senada company, which Is trying to office of Jack McGregor, in the Hank
O. N. Marrón. President; Wm. Farr. Vive President: J.
Ilerndon.
regain the possession of the property, of Hlshee building.
Cashier; Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier: I. A. Dve.
A. Welu- to take precaution against any possiman, E. A. Miera, F. H. Strong, Jay A. Hubbs, and D. H. Cams.
Today C. E. Hinehart, a member
ble slip up the El Tigre company had of the executive committee,
leaves
Forpst planting on the national forSocorro, N. M., Mar. 29. 1906.
the money, gold coin,
which the for El Paso to secure membership in
Accounls of Individuals, Firms, mid OorpaVgtifMM Solicited. Interest
est reserves has gained far wider Editor of the Journal;, Albuquerqui final and all Importantwith
payment was the club, which has already reached
scope anil a wholly new Importance
Paid on Six Months Depoatta at Rale of 5
N. M.:
made, shipped to Ulsbee from the Un- the number of sixty, and which It Is
cent jmt annum.
My Dear Sir: A copy of the Albu ited States mint In San Francisco, expected will be increased to not less
since the administration of the reservduly
to
to
Its weight ana than 150 before the club leaves for
certified
as
es passed to the secretary of agriculquerque Journal was handed to nr
Denver about the middle of July.
ture, a year age. This work now this morning dated March 2Sth. 190fi, witnesses.
Money Paid Before Witnesses.
El Past) will have no "Quien Salte"
forms a leading part of the activity of which contains an article sent from
The big consignment of money club this year and the lllsbee lodge
e
exeul-atway
to
a
in
reached Blsbee yesterday and Judge has been guaranteed not less than
the forest service and gives great pro- Socorro, tending
one Charles V. MnlUt. a Chinese Half In paying it over to the Ensenada twenty-fiv- e
members from the metropmise for the future, says a recent
Inspector, who was recently arrested representatives through the Miners' olis of the southwest.
bulletin from the United States bu- a: S in Marcial on several charges and and Merchants' bank of Blsbee,
called
The 0fflei.1l uniform for the club
reau of forestry.
brought to Socorro for hearing before In sixteen witnesses who Included tni has been received for Inspection and That Furnishes. Remitidos and Dcco-rale- s
the home is arriving daily, and
This change Is due to a fuller ap- a justice of the peace. There is a marshal of Blsbee and fifteen citizens.
It Is a beauty.
WhltO
approval,
We
preciation of the needs of timber sup- feeble effort made in said article to He also took a receipt from President broadcloth, and trimmed in purple, cut can be seen at our new store.
ply and water conservation, and to try and bring the said culprit under L. C, Shattuck and Cashier J. T. Hood, Prince Albert style, with a white silk- - would be pleased to show you otir new
the knowledge that nature, unaided, the shield and protecting wing of the of the bank.
hat, make;; an appropriate marching line.
lannot repair the forest ravage and governor, by attempting to create the
In addition,
The final payment was the fourth. Uniform for the Elks.
a Week at 120
waste of the past.
that
fact
W. MASTERS
impression and establish the
When the property was bought, $120,-00- 0 each Elk will carry In the parade a
The ana now under forest in the the origin of this prosecution Is based
was paid down. The second and
purple parasol, and ten thouswest Is less by millions of acres than on malice and jealousy, and owing to third payments were of $120,000 each small
and souvenirs, made of Blsbee copper, Home Supply Company
the area suitable for forest growth, the fact, that the said culprit was se- and the final payment was for $24n,-00will be distributed In Denver.
lia W. ('id Ave. Pola. Phone n s
in the tlrst place fire has destroyed lected at San Marcial, by the recepThe interest ran from the date
an enormous quantity of forest, de- tion committee to make the address of the second payment, which was GAMBLING TH)H HIKES
nuding mountain slopes so completely of welcome to the governor, at said made on February 2, 1904.
LEAVING BAH DEBTS
Albuquerque
that forest renewal by natural mean place when the Stock Growers' conAfter spending money over the gamFamous (oíd Producers.
has been impossible for ages. Again, vention was held. Such an Impres
The property on which the money bling tables which he should have
M NU FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 3. 2:30 P. M.
vast areas, scores of millions of acres, sion Is erroneous. The prosecution is was paid is commonly known as the spent In paving for goods lie ordered. Foundry and Machine Works
like the chapparal lands of southern based on the following facts:
a
tailor, who has
El Tigre mine, but consists of two Earl Herkenrath.
R. P. 11 Al l,. Proprietor
California, which once bore forest
The laws of the territory' clearly and mines, the "Tigre Luertude" and the been in P.lsbee for three months, has
Cream Tonta toe Soup.
growth but long since lost It, must re- specifically define who are allowed to "Combinación."
recognized to
be left the city without settling with Ins
Bfbíléd Sirloin Steak, Baked Potatoes.
main indefinitely unproductive waste carry deadly weapons. I fall to see among the greatest gold producers In creditors, and leaving his partner, Iron and Hrass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, flrat
unless brought again, bv planting, un anything which makes a Chinese In- the state of Sonora, and the republic Mike Boss, In financial embarrass,
Smothered Turnips, Cream Sauce
Pars. Habbltt Metal, Columna
e
der forest. Moreover, the demand for spector immune. The
cul of Mexico, for that matter. The richment, according to the story told by
and Iron Fronts for Hulld-Ing- s,
timber, even the local demand, can prit has bqeen carrying a pistol dur- ness of the ore taken from the mines Ross.
Beet Salad.
Repairs on Mining ani
not long he supplied from the reserves ing the entire period of time he ha", is almost fabulous. The smelter reunless they are developed to the high- been in Ban Marcial,
lie has been turns on the ore shipped to this city Always Keeps Chamberlain's. Cough Mlllin- - Machinery in Our Specialty
Pie,
Custard
Eresli Bread.
est productive capacity, and for this seen with It on his person while sing- run from $5,000 up to $6,000 a car.
Remedy In the House.
FOUNDRY
s- forest replacement and extension, ing In (he church choir during holy
GraF.
"We would not be without ChamThis is the property that B.
Coffee
qultt as much as conservative logging, service with no Chinese present to In- ham,
of Douglas, on the fifth day of berlain's Cough Remedy.
Is kept East Ride Railroad Trak. Alhnonerone
It
are essential. Finally, the Indirect us spect. If the law should in any way. last July, claiming that a payment on hand continually in our home."
of the reserves is not less impressive and I claim it does not, ullow Chinese which was due at midnight the night says W. W. Kearney, editor
of the
The vital Importance of water for Ir- inspectors to carry arms while on before
was not made in accordance Independent, Lowry City, Mo.
That
rigation would, In the case of severa! duty, there certainly Is no excuse for with the contract of sale, organized Is
1
every
family
Just what
should do.
of them, alone suffice to render for- curylng one In church.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company
body of men and went from When kept on hand ready for Instant
armed
an
est planting on watersheds imperapossesat
pistol
the Douglas Into Sonora and took
The culprit carried his
use, a cold may be checked nt the
tive. In southern California forest ex- dance which was given and which the
THE
of the mines by force, disposses- outset and cured in much less time
tension on the mountains Is strongly governor attended (no Chinese pres- sion
company.
EL Tigre Mining
sing
nfter it has become settled In
PRESCRIPTION
favored by public sentiment, at almost ent) consequently he was not on duty, Out ofthethis action grew a lot of liti- thansystem.
This remedy is also withany expense, because It is water, not unless he was trying to make It ap- gation, which has recently been de- the
DRUGGIST
peer for croup In children, and
the supply of fertile soil, which limits pear that some of the San Marcial cided in favor of the El Tigre Mining out a prevent
will
the attack when given
aiiiieulture, so that land worth $2,000 people are Chinese; and this, he can- company, which Is composed of Kan-su- s as
soon ns the child becomes hoarse,
an acre with water could hardly he not establish, for I have known th"
City parties.
or even after the rroupy cough apgiven away without It.
Ban Marcial people for a number of
Ave.
has been indicted in Mexi- pears, which can only be done when
Graham
'Phe re are now six permanent plant- ye. us and any.one who takes them or co for his action in taking an armed
Is kept at hand.
the
remedy
For
ing stations, two In California, one in any of them, for a Chinaman, will force
now
a
Into the country, and is
sale by all druggists.
New Mexico, one in Colorado, one In "get left."
fugitive from Justice In Sonora.
Utah, and one In Nebraska. Others
The culprit was arrested on the
Water in Arizona Canal.
will be established as it is found ad- - charge of carrying a deadly weapon,
Word from the Arizona head
:l)le.
after having resisted arrest, by drawand Loans.
evening announced that there was Real
The past winter has been extremely ing a gun on the deputy sheriff. He SMALLPOX
200,000
Insurance,
about
Inches
running
water
of
Fire
favorable for planting In California. was brought to Socorro and fined $50
In the river, though It is still too low
A large force of men has been
and costs in the former, and placed
Bonds.
to wash the Arizona headgates.
The
both in the San Oabrlel and under bond to await the action of the
flow at the site of the old dam seems
In
the Santa Barbara mountain. grand jury In the sum of five hundred
2l2Vi South Second Street.
to have been divided during the late
Since the beginnig of the rainy season doll us In the latter. He appealed In
Automatic Phone 328.
II TERRIBLE
rise, or rather during the receding of
about one hundred thousand seedlings the former and gave bonds In the
FOH s.Xi.f;.
the river. One channel is flowing on $2,200
You do not sacrifice comfort for
have been set out. At least a dozen latter.
He was assisted In getting
brick cottage, new,
this side near the Arizona head and
kinds were tried, to ascertain which bond by Mr. C, E. Mead, who was
bath, electric litílits. N. Sixth St.
the
at
other
the
are most suitable for use at different brought here on n charge of selling
south end of the dam. $2,250
modern adobe, weil
economy when you go in a
It was not learned whether this would
altitudes and under different expo- liquor without a license. He Is the
built, nicely finished, large iround,
DEATH
make the flood water flow Into the
sures. Besides the seedlings set out same C. E. Mead who runs n drua
Qood outbuildings, trees and shrubFe
on the mountain slopes, from two to store in San Marcial, and who has
head more easily or whether It would
bery. Fouth ward.
have the opposite effect, Bays the 33,400
h
three hundred thousand more have suffered one conviction for selling liqcement
Phoenix Republican.
been transplanted from covered seed uor without I license and has been
dwelling, bath, etc. close In.
25.00 for ;t Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
But in nny event it Is hoped depend- $2,500
beds to open nursery beds, there to fined. It Is a notorious fact that he
frame dwelling, on
California, Daily, Feb. 16 to April 7.
Way
All
the
a
to
solid
ence on flood water will soon be unbe held for use in the winter of 190(1-- has been known to sell more liquor
His whole body covered with
corner close in, lot 75x142, line
The prime object of the operation without n license than the r.ther sa- scab with conllueut smallpox, J. T. necessary, through the completion of
shade trees.
One
in southern California is the Improve- loons together with a license.
the extension.
hundred
and $1.400
He Dial, aged 26 years, died Monday aftbi lck cottage,
ooin new
Slight extra Charge fur berth. Seat in
twenty men and thirty-si- x
or thirty-eigment of Important Watersheds.
also was on the committee of recep5
near shops, city water, easy terms.
o'clock,
at
pesthouse
at
the
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are
at
teams
they
nre
work
and
With the approach of the Rprlng tion during the stock convention. If says
term,
Ask S. F. Agent at
He was taken
chair car free.
Rlsbee
Review.
tho
reason plans are being made for ac- the mere fact that these parties, the
a making every move count. The breaks A fine niece of business property for
pesthouse last Thursday
for
Albuquerque
ago
some
were
in
canal
fixed
tive work at the other stations. Th former because he made the address to theago,
the
time
sale.
been arrested at
most extensive planting will be done of welcome to the governor, the latter week by having
all efforts are again exerted in Some good ranches for sale closo to
Dustless roadbed IJarvey meals.
tourist sleeper booklet
the officers after he had and
In the Dismal river reserve, near
digging
of
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because he was on the reception Lowell
city.
out badly over the faco and
scy. Neb.
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are
weather
conditions
Here live hundred thous- committee to the governor when the broken
bath,
cottage,
$2,600
brick
care
body. He was placed under the
pine seedlings will governor is no way to blame for eithand
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60i
was aging, anil it seems as though the
he planted in the sand hills ajolnlng er makes them Immune and free of a nurse and the best attention not rainmaker is doing his best to send
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he
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way.
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the nursery site. This work will
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There
relief
from being prosecuted for violating
frame, new, barn,!
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the case was one of pretty livelynatural
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so,
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for
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tion.
Dial was buried late at night in the presumably it swept urross the entire $2,000
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with Interest up to April Kith, 1906,
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Mrs. E. Hays, of Belen. was In the
city yesterday for the day.
Mrs. Frank Moore leaves Mondny
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'
York city, are gucMx at thu

terday from
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trip to

San

F

J. P. Paulson, of Denver, for some
time in huxines here, Is In the city for
a few d.iys.
C. E. Newcomer, for the past three
Cattle inspector Walter O'Brien, of months superintendent of the Albul.i-- i
V'egas, was In tro- city yesterday querque Traction company,
has prenil Vislllt'HS.
sented his resignation to the company
Born, to Mr. ami
Mrs. Kent H. to take effect
at once.
Mount of B8i John street, a
Mr. Newcomer has bor'n invited to
buy 'ist night.
Mr. and Mr
F D. Westerby, of take a position tin theUnited States
Boston, were amnni the tourist! In
marshal's office LnderHr. Foraker, as
yesterday.
deputy, filling Jie vacancy caused by
Py your poll tax for Ifior, at Hup-pe"- s the resignationof iPred Fornoff, who
ilrug store before April 1st and will on the (liid n April become capAvoid the cost of suit.
tain of the NeVAteXICO mounted poJ. It. Farwell. of the Santa Fc Cen- lice, and has Anf epted the position to
tral, returned Inst night from 0 trip to take effect
1st
Sun ta Pa and Kstanclo
Mr. Newcomer through his lone ser
vice
as
;.
F.
undcrsherirr
of Bernalillo
Mrs.
CaldwU and Miss Cald
well, of Wheeling. Wi s! Virginia, weri county Is thoroughly qualified for his
new Official position.
vltisiirs In Alhu4uerfiie yesterday.
A successor in the Traction
com
Trainmaster B. Payson Ripley, of
the Manta Pe at Run Marcial, was In pany management has not yet been
named
President Greer will be in
the city yesterday on his way east. Albuquerque
Monday, when it is eBi J. Baratell, of Padttcat). Ky..
a
pected
successor to Mr. Newcomer
In the rlty for
a few days
visiting will be appointed.
friends and muv determine to locate
here
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Mount, of r.ni
HEADQUARTERS OF MOUNTED
John street, are the parents of a
baby boy, who was horn last
night.
POLICE MAY COME TO
J. H. Bambrook. a former resident
of Albuquerque, but lately of the City
of Mexico, Is In the city for a visit to
monda.
ALBUOUER01 IE
One plain drunk and an equally
plain hobo made up the total of subjects for the attention of Judge CrawAlthoueh it has been unofficially
ford In police court yesterday.
Mrs. F. O. Keyes left yesterday for nnouncea mat with the retirement of
Fullarton on April iirst as
her home In
Junta after a visit to Captain
or the New Mexico mounted poB, elder
W.
lier párenla, Mr and Mrs
lice,
the headquarter of the police
I.amkiti. of South Walter street.
would be moved to Santa Fc, it Is unJ F. Ilonglin, of Chicago, formerly derstood that
a plan
under considof the K. I.. Washburn company, now eration whereby the is
headoiiarters nf
traveling for a Chicago clothing house the fori e will be brought
to AlbuquerIs spending a few dtiys In Albuquer-oue- . que
Instead. At least the matter has
not been definitely settled. The report
Sheriff M. T. Stewart, of Kddy counhas it that Captain fornoff, who
ty, passed through the eliy yesterday cha r tomorrow , would like to take
have
With four prisoners who he landed In tin headquarters of the force In Athe penitentiary at Santa Fc yester- lbuquerque as a more central and more
day nfternoon.
generally accessible point from which
Mr and Mts. W it Greer nre exU Conduct operations.
For the purpected to return to Albuquerque to- pose! of the force, however, Santa
morrow or Monday morning. Mrs. Fe is considered to be almost as good
Gfeer has been spending the winter on a location, ami the fact that the
headquarter of the force would natuthe Pacific coast
John W. Slnyton. the socialist orat- rally be In the capital adds strength
or, spoke for more than an hour to n to the probability that Santa Fc vv 111
big crowd at the corner of Railroad be ahosan,
Mr. Fornoff went to Santa fe yesavenue mid Second street last night
Mr Slnyton holds his audiences well terday to be ready to assunv Charge
of
the force on April 1st.
and his somewhat radical arguments
are heard with considerable interest.
Mrs. PcnrieH's exposition of health
rookery nt her rooms in the Qléckler
TAKES
building yesterday was largely
and the progress of her well
cooked bread
from 'sack 'o table"
was watched with great Interest by
quite i number of Albuquerque houseten-pou-

,l

-l

i

UNIVERSITY

FAST CAME FROM

wives.

Former 'loVfrnor
Hakes Murphy, of Arlzonu. was In the clly last
night with Mrs Murphy and a party
of friends on the way for a brief visit
In Prcxcott.
The parly was traveling
In the private ear of F. M. Murphy
president of the Santa Pe, Presentí
and Phoenix railroad.
T J Sawyer has been made purchasing agent for the American Lumber company with headquarters here,
succeeding F J. Zander, who resigned from that position some days ago
N'o successor has heeti appointed as
yet to Mr. T. W. Decker, who resigned
rome days ago ns general sales agent.
A verv pleasant
session of the Albuquerque Woman's club was held in
the Commercial club holhllng yesterday afternoon when the ladles
a muslcnle
to which a large
number of their friends had been
The progrflm was successful
and the afternoon an unusually pleasant one.
W M. Croft, sales manager for the
Hewitt Manufacturing
company of
'hicago. was in the city yesterday In
conference with Thomas laherwood,
district superintendent for the mm-pan- y
The Hewitt company has the
ontrnrt for all brass foundrv work
liona
the Snritn
moi
. . Fe coast . lines'
. , .
oi which worn is under me direction
oí .vir
ncrwood.

eeeeeeeee.freesp

F.J. HOUSTON

Per Cent

Per Cent

S. BEAVEN

JOHN

In our new location
205 W. Railroad Av.

Discount

Kodaks, Photogrnphera' Stocks,
Sporting Goods, Typewriters

Discount

WOOD
AND

COAL

Kodak Finishing and Bromide
Enlarging a Specialty
Our Nail Order Business is

Con-

stantly Increasing.
502 S. FIRST ST

BOTH PHONES

CHICK FEED
Oil

Meal

Ground Flaxseed
Ground Bone
Drinking Fountains

Harness and Saddles

THE LIGHT OF LOVE
is all right In its place. Hut for pracy
every-dause the electric light Is
tical
better. If . ou are getting along without this modern method of illumination you are behind the times. Suppose you let us tell you the advantages
of BbECTRXG LIGHTING. They are
many. Including convenience, safety,
beauty and economy. We are at your
service any time. You can call on us
or if you say so we will call on you.
Which shall it be?

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
PLUMBERS

Nash Electrical Supply Co

FANCY
WHITE CLOVER SFFD
FAXCV BLUE fill ASS SFED
Both

Phones.

506

W.

Railroad

319-321-

602 SOUTH

The
f

323 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

.

Av

STABLES

FIRST STREET

Highland Livery
LIVERY. FEED & SALE
STABLES

First Class Turnouts at Reason,
able Rates.

Old Phone 2

New Phone 122.

The Birdsell Wagon
a

Our new
addition gives ua the
best equipment in the city for board-lt)your private rig. Talk yvlth me
about it. Baggage delivered to any
part of the city.
T. W. FORT), Prop.,
Auto. Phone (04.
112 John St.
"fi-fo-

YES, More

K

Brands of

Flour Added

Al

to the List.

Boss Patent, Arnold's Best
or Diamond

95.75 ton

i

I

H

Large Sacks

$1,30

Small Sacks

65c

!

WOOD

WI&'

Jubilant over their victim.
Itoth
92.25 and 92-7teams played f.,t base ba'd and the Mill Big Load
ame was one of the best ,.y,.r played
In Traction park.
The Iridian school
boys brought their band along to add
to the festive occasion
The Indians were weak in batting
yesterday anil they found Allen 'I curThe Big North End Store.
ves a Utile difficult to find. Tiey failPhones: Culo. Blk 270. Auto. 62S
ed to score at all until thv srxth Inn'
Phones: 416 Black 280
ing when I hey Rot in tw,, runs
The University boys. t,1(,k advantage
of a hard let down r,y the Indians in
the second Inning and piled up Ave
runs. Allen pitched n clean Kame for
tile lads from the I.lll i.lih laakJ
xiiikc-oui- s
V
SAVE HALI-hn
.... to.JII nis credit
..o..k...i
I '
l"l
Indians mailc lámhi
DOLLARS YOU ,
THE
st rike-ou- t
The only icnaatlonsfl hit
INTEND TO SPEND
lofthe game was a throe-bam- drive by,
Vlrs P. D rViverdalc.
FOR THAT
of 220 Vel cía ncj
f'.old avenue, held her spring opening
V
PLI MBING JOB
of mllllnerv yesterday afternoon nnd
CALENDARS! CALF.Xfl V US'
BY. CONFERRING
Don't buy font calendan V nttl
evening
large number of ladles
yotl
W I I'll I S
""I 'n Instiect the eleeant line have seen the Mornlnir jnnrp . o. ii
'
or Paris and New Turk model bat. on
salesman win call on
OCR ESTIMATE!
GET
n
fe
a
hi. play The etore was very prettily Mays.
decorated nnd with the beautiful arI
!
ray of colors presented by the many
,..
"V:
toim
hats on display, made a very pretty AS. I 11 iini.M
K AMI TEX- Ti
KIT! PK
scene.
i
riiisii
IM TOE8.
The '"lentlemen's Driving association
i i :b
has announced u program of races for
CHESS.
(Ml
I HERS.
the first mntlnee nf the season to be
Kill' BARB.
I
h"lil Nunday afternoon. April 1st. in
W.
The Tromot Vlumher
KRY.
Traction park. The first race will b'
I
. ADISIIES.
called at 2 o'clock and the program
ns announced will occupy the greater
GREEN
part of the afternoon. A number o
"
1SIARAGI'S.
SKM POTATOES.
speedy local horses are entered
I"
,1
HTR
HUIM
ami
nrnitil
th four
BERRIES.
noon should tn a pleasant one (c ter- TUB HOSIARCB GROCERY GO.
FUNERAL
lov- ers of fast driving.
CHILDREN'S RATS.
MONUMENTS
SATURDAY, M R II 91, MlliMl
I'or Hcnt
STEWARD-LAMRooming house of
Will. HAVE N 1 White and Blaok Hearse
201 211 Nortii Second Street
nirty-thre- e
rooms. Furniture In
DISPIiAY THE FINEST UNE f V
,or
"al
m'"
BBBSSsMtaSSSSSBSSBsM
Fine location; great or
CHILDREN'S HATS EVER show n
Apply IN THE CITY.
i
V. Strong'e Sons.

Albuquerque

pre-eent-

W.Oahn&CO

Cash

Whitney Company

Grocery Company

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona
Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The Largest Stock West of Kansas City
113

115-11- 7

South First Street

Silver Ave.

HOUSE

O.W.STRONG'S SONS

BUILDERS,

ETC.

IlnvliiK Consolidated the I'hncnlx
nnd mperiov I'IiiIiiIiik MIIIh, the
r the intost
machinery i in
muí iM'st Btakés, we are preñarod to ilo nil klndH of MILL
woitK ni ii price nerer

DIRECTORS

in New Mexico.

'

t

Wo will lw elad to give
mi iinyihiiiE from the ndll
work of a limnc to rnaklnit a
Window screen and will gunran-- j
N

DIAMONDS
When bought right are a good Investment
Our prices are RIGHT.
We Invita you to call an examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
offering. Also Watchea, Jewelry. Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.

EVERFTT

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Av.nu.

LUMBER-

e

-

Sash. Doors Gliss, Cement
AND HEX

ITJM'JtOTE

HOOI ÍNO.

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
first Street

41

Marquette Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

South
M7
lniM-ria-

Ancient

Council

l

Arabic

SK-eia-

l

(Si

West

Excursión to City of Mexico

Order Nobles of Mystli- Shrine t'oii- - nuil Hetum Hale nf $.10.r for Unround trip. Date of wile April 25 to
rentlon, Loa Angeles, t'ni., Muy
May 5. Inclusive. Tinal return limit
IBM.
luly 11, IU0II.
fios
C'onen-Rnt Mothcm,
National
7--

r'"-

I

KETTIEiaa

-

B

CALFNDARSl
f r r r
CALENDARS!
Don't buy your
What
of this naner do (ron
have seen the Mr rn(,?1'n,,i,r" """ Vou suppose isnart
the most Interesting to the
3nrn
A salesman will
"" person
Is eaaerlv looking for a
ra" on yu ln a few furnishedwhoroom
days.
or boarding place?
0
your
Is
ad In that nart of the nuperT

,

To Contractors

J. L. Bell Co.

I
I

North First Street

401-40- 3

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

'"

Hi:s

THE WORLD'S BEST' t

Buys Today, Tomorrow, or Next Week

COKE

122

4

CASH

COAL

A

'

AND TINNERS

t CO
Clarkville Produce Go W. L. THIMBLE
LIVERY, FEED AND TRANSFER

TIE INDIANS

e,

20

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Cerrillos
96.00 a ton
American Hlock,Gallup. .96.00 a ton

first class crowd of rooters were
rai out yesterday afternoon at Traction park to see the rnlversitv base
ball team defeat the team frr.'m the
Indian school by the score of, ;i to t.
The (fame makes two out of three
for the University boys and they are

20

sntlHfaction.

The Superior Lumber and

Angeles. Gal., Muy 1 1. 10011.
tlic alnive nmnnllSM tlekets will
lie sold to I OH AllKt'les or San I
in the rate of one fare for Unround trip.
Oiitn of sale April 26 to May 6,
190(1. Inclusive.
I'liial limit July 31, 1906.
7--

run-OaM-

i
Conference of tin
Mormon Church. Suit hiike ( hv. I mil,
April 6- -. 1000. Kutc $33. o for the
rounii trio. Unte of sule March 30
April 3 Inclusive. Final limit six
nays rrom (into of sale.
Senil-Annu-

1

Liberal Stopovers on all above excusions.
For full infermation call at the Ticket Office.

Planing Mill Co.

T. E. PURPV, Agent.

Gro88,Kelly&Co

Tot

Gradi FOR SALE

Dealers In
WHOLESALE
OROCEniES. PROVISIONS. HAY.
MERCHANT8
GRAIN AND rtJEL.
Fino Line of ImtKirted Wines. Llauors
Pelt
and t'ljcurs. Maco Your Orders
Wool. Hides
For Tills Lino With Us.
a Specialty
C. D.
LAB VEGAS
ALBUQUERQUE
NORTH THIRD STREET
113-215-2-

Black Minorca, Plymouth
Rock anil Htiodo Inland
Red Fas: $1 per Setting
KLUMPP,

1006 South Edith Si

n

